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Abstract

Compressed Training for Uncertainty-Aware Compact Neural Networks

by

Cole P. Hawkins

The rising computational and memory demands of machine learning models, particularly in

resource-constrained edge-device settings, motivate us to develop compressed models that re-

duce both training and inference costs. In this dissertation we develop several algorithms that

advance the compressed training capabilities of low-rank tensor models and the uncertainty

quantification capabilities of general compressed nonparametric models. First we introduce

compressed low-rank tensorized training with rank reduction for the Tensor-Train format. This

enables compressed tensorized training with further compression during the training phase.

Then we improve our approach in two ways. First we improve scalability by introducing a

variational inference algorithm tailored to the tensor learning problem and demonstrate its

effectiveness compressing larger-scale models. Second we improve the generality of our ap-

proach by extending our tensorized training with rank reduction to all popular low-rank ten-

sor formats. Finally, we introduce a general-purpose algorithm for compressed nonparametric

Bayesian learning that can automatically determine the appropriate complexity of nonpara-

metric distributional representations. This algorithm improves the computation/accuracy and

storage/accuracy Pareto frontiers over state-of-the-art Bayesian learning approaches.
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Chapter 1

Motivation and Overview

1.1 Motivation

The high computation and memory costs of deploying machine learning models, especially

on resource-constrained devices, are the main motivations of the work in this thesis.

1.1.1 Growing Computational Demand

Machine learning models are deployed in an ever-growing number of use cases [1, 2, 3],

consuming increasing amounts of compute at a rate exceeding Moore’s law scaling (see Figure

1.1). Earl state-of-the-art image recognition models such as LeNet [4] or VGG [5] and Natural

Language Processing models such as RNNs [6] required comparatively little compute. State-

of-the-art ImageNet architectures between 2010 and 2015 such as AlexNet and VGG required

between 103 and 104 training PetaFLOPs due to the fact that they were shallow, and trained

only on supervised data. Over the last decade, constraints on model depth have lessened [1] and

semi/self-supervised learning has increased in popularity [2, 7]. The main constraint on model

depth was the vanishing gradient problem [8] which made training deep nets difficult. Recent

research progress has improved initialization, improved activation functions, and introduced

residual connections making deeper and more complex networks easier to train [1,9,10]. Another

contributing factor to increased training costs is the increase in dataset size. The rise of large-

scale unsupervised pre-training [7] enormously expanded training dataset size, and therefore
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Figure 1.1: Machine learning models demand increasing compute at a rate exceeding Moore’s
law [13].

increased the required compute. The combination of increased ability to train far deeper and

larger models, coupled with growing dataset size, has led to computational demands outpacing

Moore’s law as state-of-the-art architectures now require upwards of 108 PetaFLOPs, a 10, 000×

increase in the last five years. A specific motivating example is the growing adoption of high-

compute Transformer models [2] across many domains [11,12].

1.1.2 Memory Bottlenecks

Memory capacity and bandwith requirements are also a rising challenge. The larger and

deeper models enabled by improved activation functions, improved initialization, and residual

connections [1,9,10] naturally have larger parameter counts than shallow models. Another rising

trend is the rise of web-scale deployment in Natural Language Processing, Recommendation,

and Information Retrieval Systems which require enormous embedding tables [3, 14]. Both

larger models and large embedding table requirements have lead to an explosion in parameter

counts, illustrated in Figure 1.2. As model memory requirements exceed on-device storage the
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Figure 1.2: Machine learning model memory requirements increase faster than accelerator mem-
ory [13].

most pressing challenge is not just memory capacity, but memory bandwith.

Increasing FLOPs requirements have spurred the development of custom accelerators to

match the growing need [15,16]. In contrast, memory bandwith used to transfer both data and

model parameters has increased at a much slower rate (see Figure 1.3). Not only is memory

bandwith a latency limitation but DRAM reads often dominate energy costs of inference and

training especially on resource-constrained devices (IoT, mobile phones) where on-chip memory

is limited [17,18,19,20]. Reading from DRAM and SRAM can incur energy costs 10× to 100×

more than low-precision multiply/accumulate (MAC) operations (see [20] Figure 8).

1.1.3 On-Device Intelligence

FLOPs and memory bandwith requirements apply in all settings in which machine learn-

ing models are deployed but these challenges are far more pronounced on edge devices. Edge

devices are limited by size and do not have continuous access to a power source. These size con-

straints limit on-chip memory for accelerators, further increasing power requirements of large
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Figure 1.3: FLOPs capabilities of custom machine learning accelerator hardware grows at a
faster rate than system memory bandwith [13].

models due to off-chip memory reads [17,21] in a setting where power usage is a major limiting

factor. If resource-constrained IoT devices are inference-only and model training takes place

on cloud providers, this reduces training costs. However growing data privacy concerns [22]

and continual on-device learning [23] favor that training takes place on resource-constrained

edge devices. A final requirement for on-device intelligence to operate safely “in-the-wild” is

uncertainty quantification to avoid actions with unknown or potentially unsafe consequences.

This additional desire for uncertainty quantification further increases model storage and com-

pute requirements as model ensembles provide state-of-the-art performance [24, 25, 26]. The

methods proposed in this dissertation are a step towards enabling the training of compact and

uncertainty-aware models on devices with limited memory, power, and compute.

1.2 Related Work

In this section we survey related work in two broad areas: model compression (pruning,

quantization, low-rank compression, distillation) and Bayesian deep learning. Many of these
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approaches are orthogonal, and can be combined to further improve compression. In each area

we discuss the state-of-the-art approach and present any limitations. Finally, we describe the

contributions of this thesis in the context of these related works.

1.2.1 Sparse Pruning

Sparse pruning reduces storage costs by setting a subset of weights to 0. We prune a tensor

weight A by applying a binary tensor mask M to A using the entry-wise product

(M⊙A)i1...id = ai1...id × ai1...id .

In practice, this means that one can store S in sparse format. We note that storage costs

for sparse matrices exceed the number of nonzero entries due to indexing overhead. Popular

indexing formats include bitmap, Compressed Sparse Row/Column (CSR/CSC) for matrices,

and Coordinate (COO) format for tensors. The best storage and indexing format depends on

the sparsity level [27]. The most popular and generally applicable technique is global magnitude

pruning [28,29,30] which zeroes the bottom 100× (st−st−1) percent of the non-masked weights

(sorted by l1 norm) in A by setting their corresponding entries in M to zero where st is the

desired sparsity level at time step t. A popular step schedule is the cubic function introduced

by [31]

st = sf

(
t

n

)3

(1.1)

where sf is the desired final sparsity ratio, t is the current step, and n is the total number

of steps. This process gradually increases the sparsity in M until the target sparsity sf is

reached. An open question is whether to prune entries during the training phase or after. An

enormous body of literature proposes a wide range of gradient and magnitude-based techniques,

however simple magnitude-based approaches outperform most methods and have high generality

[30]. Pruning can either be unstructured, in which all weights are pruned independently, or

structured, and weights are pruned in groups. The advantage of structured pruning is that
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it yields more computationally friendly (often dense) models [27] by pruning groups such as

matrix columns or convolutional channels. The advantage of unstructured pruning is that it

usually leads to greater memory cost reduction at the expense of higher inference costs [30].

After Training In this setting a large fully-trained network is iteratively pruned and fine-

tuned on the training data [31]. The fine-tuning loss can either be the original training loss (i.e.

cross-entropy) or a distillation loss (see (1.4)) where the unpruned model serves as the teacher.

This approach incurs the high cost of uncompressed training, and unstructured post-training

pruning may incur high practical energy costs during inference unless the hardware and pruning

approaches are tightly coupled due to the irregular computation and memory access patterns

introduced by sparsity [17,21,27].

During Training It is possible to prune neural networks before training and accelerate the

entire training process [32, 33] but this is not a mature research area. The Lottery Ticket

Hypothesis [34] and its variants [35,36] are the main approach in this area. During training the

network is iteratively pruned using a pruning schedule such as (1.1). Often, at each pruning

stage the nonzero weights are “rewound” by resetting the nonzero weights to their values at

an earlier stage of training. The advantage of pruning during training is the reduction of both

training and inference costs [32,33] but the challenge is pre-specification of the pruning schedule

and desired compression ratio.

1.2.2 Quantization

Quantization lowers the bitwidth in neural networks to reduce memory and computational

requirements. The standard bitwidth is 32-bit floating point (FP32) and neural network weights,

activations, and gradients can all be quantized to a lower bitwidths such as binary (1-bit) or

INT4/8 (4/8-bit). Low bitwidths are particularly well-suited to low-resource devices. The

literature on quantization is vast, so we refer the reader to [37] for a thorough survey. We review

work on weight quantization which is most related to our proposed compression methods. Let
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x be a single (full-precision) scalar weight in a neural network. The basic uniform quantization

operation [37] is

Q(x) = S · round
(x
S

)
(1.2)

where S is the quantization step length. As an example, when x is bounded between 0 and 1

we can perform binary quantization with S = 1 and the rounding function

round(z) =


1, z > 0.5

0, z ≤ 0.5

. (1.3)

More complicated rounding operations are required for non-uniform quantization schemes in

which S varies based on the quantization level and becomes a function of x. We note that

quantization schemes can be pre-fixed or may involve learned parameters.

After Training Work in [29] renewed interest in quantization by combining pruning, cluster-

ing, and quantization to drastically reduce memory costs. Given a pre-trained network, one can

quantize the weights by testing various bitwidths on the validation set to establish a compres-

sion/accuracy Pareto frontier. More complicated bitwidth selection and rounding schemes are

challenging open problems [38,39]. Post-training quantization suffers from the same drawbacks

as other compression methods: no efficiency gains are produced during the training phase, and

the final results may be lower accuracy [40]. The advantage of post-training quantization is

simplicity, and the disadvantages are accuracy loss and higher training costs.

Before Training Instead of the train-then-compress approach, more recent work focuses on

training in low precision [38,40,41]. The weights are stored at a low bitwidth during the entire

training process, reducing memory and compute cost. The benefits of this approach are clear

as memory requirements depend linearly on the bitwidth and computation costs are often.

Gradient and activation quantization are particular challenges during training. Especially at

low bitwidth, quantization can introduce signficant errors into the optimization process and
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render operations non-differentiable. A popular approach to deal with the non-differentiability

challenge is the straight-through estimator [42]. Learned quantization schemes can be used

to reduce quantization error [37, 40]. Finally, full-precision gradients can be used to stabilize

training [39]. We note the highly related work of quantized tensorized training with rank

determination which appeared in [18] and is an FPGA-acclerated, low-precision extension of

methods proposed in Chapter 3.

1.2.3 Distillation

The goal of knowledge distillation is to transfer the knowledge of an expensive teacher

model to a cheaper student model [43]. In this setting “expensive” refers to high memory or

computation costs. The expensive teacher model is ft, the “cheap“ student model is fs. Given

a training example with input x and label y the standard knowledge distillation loss is

L (x,y) = αl(x,y) + (1− α)T 2KL (fs(x)/T ||ft(x)/T ) (1.4)

where l is any standard loss function and KL is the KL-divergence. In the classification setting

l is the cross-entropy loss. The KL term in the loss function penalizes the student output

distribution when it differs from the teacher output distribution. Both outputs are temperature

scaled by T , and a common setting is α = 0.9 and T = 3 [43, 44]. Higher values of α increase

the weight of the standard training loss. Higher values of T encourage the student network to

match the teacher on predictions outside of the top-1 predicted class.

Distillation usually requires high training costs because the expensive teacher must be

trained before the student is trained with the distillation loss. Also, distillation requires ap-

proximately 2× the inference computation as standard training because the teacher predictions

must be computed at each step. Therefore distillation decreases inference costs but not training

costs.
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1.2.4 Low-Rank Compression

The goal of low-rank compression in tensor or matrix format is to reduce both the memory

and compute costs. Neural network parameters (i.e. FC layers, convolutional kernels) are

replaced by low-rank matrix or tensor factors. This compression format can be applied post-

training via factorization, or pre-training and then trained end-to-end.

After Training In post-training compression, a full uncompressed model is trained to com-

pletion. Then the model weights can be approximated using low-rank decomposition to reduce

storage costs and FLOPS during the inference stage. Often the model is fine-tuned end-to-

end after applying low-rank decomposition. Early work on post-training compression focused

on low-rank matrix format for both FC layers and convolutional kernels [45, 46]. Soon after,

both [45, 47] considered the low-rank CP format to reshape and then compress both FC lay-

ers and convolutional kernels. The Tucker decomposition was also considered in [48]. Matrix

compression methods (i.e. SVD) can be applied to either matrices in FC layers or reshaped

convolutional kernels. Similarly, low-rank tensor compression methods (i.e. CP, Tucker, TT,

TTM) can be directly applied to convolutional kernels or to reshaped matrices from FC layers

(see Section 2.2).

The advantage of post-training compression is that accurate models can be obtained eas-

ily from public repositories. Factorization operations such as the SVD or Alternating Least

Squares (ALS) [49] are cheap relative to high training costs. The disadvantage of post-training

compression is that it requires expensive full-model training and only reduces compute and

memory requirements during the inference stage. When model training must be performed on

edge devices, full-model training costs may be prohibitive.

Before Training An alternative to post-training compression is end-to-end low-rank training

[50]. In this approach the neural network factors are expressed in low-rank format during the

entire training process. This approach was investigated for FC layers in TTM format by [50],

for both FC and convolutional layers by tensor train decomposition in [51], and by Tucker
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decomposition in [52]. Work in [48,50] demonstrates that tensor-compression can reduce storage

cost, inference and training times, and FLOP count.

The main advantage of pre-training compression is that these performance gains apply dur-

ing both training and inference. The main challenge of compressed training is pre-specifying

the tensor rank parameter. Existing work specifies the tensor rank parameter (and therefore

the compression ratio) in advance [50,51,52]. Setting the rank too high reduces the compression

ratio, but setting the rank too low may impact model accuracy. This makes the rank parameter

difficult to determine without expensive hyperparameter optimization schemes. However per-

forming many training runs for parameter selection destroys the gains of compressed training,

rendering grid search an unsuitable choice for edge devices. The problem of selecting a tensor

rank during end-to-end compressed training is a major motivating problem of this work.

Rank Determination Rank determination is a major challenge for compression via low-

rank tensor and matrix methods. In the post-training compression approach the rank can

be determined using SVD eigenvalues or repeated parameter decomposition to explore the

fidelity/compression frontier. However this incurs the high cost of uncompressed training. A

key challenge is therefore to determine the tensor rank during neural network training.

In practice determining a proper tensor rank a priori is hard, and a bad rank estimation can

result in low accuracy or high training cost. This challenge is the main motivation of our work.

Tensor rank determination is heavily studied in the tensor completion problem. Two main

approaches are used for rank determination in tensor completion: low-rank optimization and

Bayesian inference. Optimization methods mainly rely on some generalization of the matrix

nuclear norm [53] to tensors. The most popular approaches place a low-rank objective on tensor

unfoldings [54, 55, 56], but the computation is expensive for high-order tensors. The Frobenius

norms of CP factors are used as a regularization for 3-way tensor completion [57], but this does

not generalize to high-order tensors either. Bayesian methods can directly infer the tensor rank

in CP or Tucker tensor completion through low-rank priors [57, 58, 59, 60, 61]. In the CP and

Tucker formats, the ranks of different tensor factors do not couple with each other. This is not
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true in the tensor-train format (see Section 3.1.2).

The key advantage of Bayesian methods is that an appropriate low-rank prior allows one-

shot tensor completion with rank determination, and no grid search to determine nuclear norm

regularization weights or tensor ranks. Existing Bayesian tensor methods for parameter infer-

ence and rank determination are only suitable for linear tensor problems [57, 58, 62]. Current

Bayesian tensor methods solve tensor factorization, completion and regression problems on

small-scale data where the observed data is a linear function of the hidden tensor [58, 60, 63],

whereas the mapping is nonlinear in neural networks. Therefore, previous work using mean-field

variational inference cannot generalize to tensorized neural networks. However they provide a

strong foundation on which to build rank determination methods for nonlinear tensor problems

such as tensor rank determination in tensorized neural networks.

1.2.5 Bayesian Neural Networks

Bayesian neural networks model a distribution over neural network model parameters, and

therefore implicitly predictive distributions. The two primary reasons that practitioners employ

Bayesian techniques in neural network training are:

• Increased accuracy through Bayesian model averaging [64,65,66] and

• Calibrated uncertainty estimates which accurately estimate the confidence of the

model prediction [67,68].

The main challenge in Bayesian learning for deep neural networks is the tradeoff between

prediction quality (calibration and accuracy) and model complexity. The technical goal is to

learn a distribution q that approximates a target distribution over the model weights p as in

Section 2.3. Bayesian inference approaches are often limited by model storage and inference

costs as they have higher requirements than deterministic neural networks. We cover the

technical details of several nonparametric and parametric approaches in Section 2.3. Here

we focus their advantages and limitations. We will often refer to the complexity/consistency
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tradeoff. The model complexity is the cost of storage and inference, and the consistency is the

fidelity of the representation of the target posterior distribution p. Work in [68] links higher

consistency representations to higher accuracy and better calibration [68].

Nonparametric Sampling-Based Approaches Nonparametric approaches represent q as

a set of particles and therefore are flexible and can provide high-quality representations as

the number of particles grows. High-quality nonparametric representations consisting of many

particles may lead to well-calibrated predictions and high accuracy, but can be prohibitively

expensive since training storage costs and inference storage/compute costs are high. Repre-

sentations consisting of as many as 1, 000 particles [68] in state-of-the-art Hamiltonian Monte

Carlo approaches are not feasible for real-time uncertainty-aware decision making. Therefore a

major challenge in nonparametric learning is to improve the complexity/consistency tradeoff by

compressing the approximating distribution q during both the training and inference process.

Parametric Inference Approaches Most parametric Bayesian inference methods can be

formulated as variants of Stochastic Variational Inference [25, 69]. Parametric variational

inference-based methods operate at the low-complexity end of the complexity/consistency trade-

off. They are cheap to train, with similar computational requirements to deterministic neural

networks [70]. However their predictive estimates, obtained by repeatedly sampling the learned

weight distribution during inference, underperform nonparametric approaches as compute and

storage budgets grow [68].

1.3 Overview and Contributions

Despite their success in many applications, deep neural networks are often over-parameterized,

requiring extensive computing resources in their training and inference. For instance, the VGG-

19 network requires 500M memory [5] for image recognition and realistic Deep Learning Rec-

ommendation Models (DLRM) [3] have billions of parameters. It has been a common practice
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to reduce the size of neural networks before deploying them in various scenarios ranging from

cloud services to embedded systems to mobile applications. To reduce hardware cost, numerous

techniques have been developed to build compact models [28, 71, 72] after training. Represen-

tative approaches include pruning [28, 73], quantization [29, 74, 75], knowledge distillation [43],

and low-rank factorization [47, 48, 76, 77, 78]. Among these techniques, low-rank tensor com-

pression [47, 48, 51, 79, 80, 81] has achieved possibly the most significant compression, leading

to promising reduction of FLOPS and memory requirements [19, 48]. The recent progress of

algorithm/hardware co-design [19,82] of tensor operations can further reduce the run-time and

boost the energy efficiency of tensorized models on edge devices (e.g., on FPGA and ASIC).

While post-training compression techniques can reduce the cost of deploying a deep neural

network, they cannot reduce the training cost. Pruning techniques can also be used in train-

ing [73, 83], they do not necessarily reduce the number of training variables or decrease the

energy costs. Low-precision arithmetic [38, 84, 85, 86] can reduce the cost per parameter dur-

ing training and inference, but quantization decreases training stability and the memory cost

reduction is limited to a single order of magnitude even in ultra low-precision 4-bit training [86].

Low-rank tensor compression for neural networks presents the opportunity for compressed

training. However existing methods train tensorized neural networks by pre-specifying the

tensor rank, which controls the compression factor [50, 51, 52]. Pre-training rank specification

limits the ability of the data to determine the compression tradeoff and, as we show in Chapter

4, can reduce either memory/compute savings or accuracy. Therefore our goal is to train

compressed uncertainty-aware neural networks.

1.3.1 Overview

First, in Chapter 2 we present the necessary preliminaries on low-rank tensor compression

and Bayesian inference. Next, in Chapter 3 we address

• Challenge 1: compressed rank-adaptive training for compressed neural networks

with
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• Contribution 1: the first rank-adaptive tensorized neural network training scheme. We

develop a Bayesian model for the Tensor-Train decomposition [87] that reduces the rank of

a low-rank tensor neural network parameter during the training process. We employ Stein

Variational Gradient Descent [88] as a flexible nonparametric Bayesian inference method

to achieve both rank reduction and uncertainty quantification. This permits compressed

tensorized training with rank reduction. Therefore compressed tensorized models can

be trained once to achieve strong compression instead of sweeping over possible tensor

rank parameters. This contribution lets us train compact models and achieve further

compression (via tensor rank reduction) during compressed training.

Chapter 3 presents a solution for compressed rank-adaptive training, but raises new challenges.

• Challenge 2: Rank-adaptive training is slow compared to standard optimization.

• Challenge 3: Chapter 3 only proposes a formulation for one low-rank tensor format.

• Challenge 4: The user must specify a model complexity parameter (number of particles)

of the Stein Variational Gradient Descent Bayesian inference algorithm.

In Chapter 4 we directly address Challenges 2 and 3 with the following remedies:

• Contribution 2: We introduce a scalable variational Bayesian inference solver. The

proposed variational inference solver is based on Stochastic Variational Inference [69]

and only requires one copy of the compressed model parameters for tensorized training

with rank reduction via maximum a posteriori (MAP) training. To control stochastic

gradient variance during the rank reduction process we introduce a specialized EM-style

algorithm with closed-form updates. To enable both rank reduction and uncertainty

quantification requires only two copies of the compressed model parameters.

• Contribution 3: We extend our automatic rank determination framework to all low-

rank tensor formats in common use (CP, TT, TTM, and Tucker) and demonstrate its
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effectiveness on fully-connected layers, convolutions, and embedding tables. This exten-

sion enables general-purpose tensor-compressed training with rank reduction by removing

tensor format constraints. This is particularly important because different low-rank ten-

sor formats may be better suited to different layer types [48,51,89].

The work in Chapter 4 indirectly solves Challenge 4 by using an optimization-based parametric

Bayesian inference algorithm, instead of a sampling-based nonparametric Bayesian inference

algorithm. The compressed training methods presented in Chapter 4 have been implemented

on FPGA where they achieved 59× speedup and 123× energy reduction and 292× memory

reduction compared to uncompressed training on embedded CPU [90]. Finally, in Chapter 5

we directly address Challenge 4:

• Contribution 4: We introduce an online pruning method to automatically select non-

parametric model complexity for sampling-based Bayesian inference algorithms. The

general-purpose thinning method we introduce removes unnecessary particles during the

Bayesian sampling process. Not only does this reduce memory costs during the inference

stage. It also permits advanced samplers [91] to directly target compressed represen-

tations during the training phase. Further, we provide convergence guarantees for our

approach and demonstrate that our online thinning method introduces no additional

asymptotic bias in state-of-the-art samplers [92]. Our online thinning method adds on-

line compression to existing samplers but converges in Kernelized Stein Discrepancy [92]

at the same asymptotic rate.

1.3.2 Relation to existing work

In Figure 1.4 we give a high-level visual overview of related research areas and place the

work in this dissertation in context. Many methods offer the benefits of compressed training,

but only rank-adaptive tensorized training proposed in Chapters 3 and 4 offers the benefits of

compressed training and inference while providing further rank reduction during the training

phase and uncertainty quantification during the inference phase. The KSD Thinning method
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Figure 1.4: High-level overview of the main contributions of this work. Contributions are
marked in red. The rank-adaptive tensorized training methods proposed in Chapters 3 and
4 provide uncertainty-aware compressed training with further compression during the training
process. The KSD Thinning method proposed in Chapter 5 retains the flexibility of MCMC
methods but improves the compression/accuracy tradeoff.

introduced in Chapter 5 improves the complexity/consistency tradeoff between MCMC and

Stochastic Variational inference by online thinning of MCMC particles. This approach retains

the flexibility of nonparametric methods such as MCMC but improves their particle efficiency.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Low-Rank Tensors

This paper uses lower-case letters (e.g., a) to denote scalars, bold lowercase letters (e.g., a)

to represent vectors, bold uppercase letters (e.g., A) to represent matrices, and bold calligraphic

letters (e.g., A) to denote tensors. A tensor is a generalization of a matrix, or a multi-way data

array. An order-d tensor is a d-way data array A ∈ RI1×I2×···×Id , where In is the size of mode

n. We use the notation A(. . . , ij , . . . ) to represent the order d− 1 subtensor of A obtained by

fixing the jth index to ij . The (i1, i2, · · · , id)-th element of A is denoted as either ai1i2···id or

A(i1, . . . , id). An order-3 tensor is shown in Fig. 2.1 (a).

Definition 2.1.1 The mode-n product of a tensor A ∈ RI1×···×In×···×Id with a matrix U ∈

RJ×In is

B = A×n U⇐⇒ bi1...in−1jin+1...id =

In∑
in=1

ai1...idujin . (2.1)

The result is still a d-dimensional tensor B, but the mode-n size becomes J . In the special case

J = 1, the n-th mode diminishes and B becomes an order-d− 1 tensor.

A tensor has a massive number of entries if d is large. This causes a high cost in both

computing and storage. Fortunately, many practical tensors have a low-rank structure, and

this property can be exploited to reduce the cost dramatically.
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Definition 2.1.2 A d-way tensor A ∈ RI1×···×Id is rank-1 if it can be written as a single outer

product of d vectors

A = u(1) ◦ · · · ◦ u(d), with u(n) ∈ RIn for n = 1, · · · , d.

Each element of A is ai1i2···id =
d∏

n=1
u
(n)
in

, where u
(n)
in

is the in-th element of the vector u(n).

A rank-1 tensor can be stored with only d vectors. Most tensors are not rank-1, but many

can be well-approximated via tensor decomposition [49] if their ranks are low. We will use the

following four tensor decomposition formats to reduce the parameters of neural networks.

Definition 2.1.3 The CP factorization [93, 94] expresses tensor A as the sum of multiple

rank-1 tensors:

A =
R∑

j=1

u
(1)
j ◦ u

(2)
j · · · ◦ u

(d)
j . (2.2)

Here ◦ denotes an outer product operator. The minimal integer R that ensures the equality is

called the CP rank of A. To simplify notation we collect the rank-1 terms of the n-th mode

into a factor matrix U(n) ∈ RIn×R with U(n)(:, j) = u
(n)
j . A rank-R CP factorization can be

described with d factor matrices {U(n)}dn=1 using R
∑

n In parameters.

Definition 2.1.4 The Tucker factorization [95] expresses a d-way tensor A as a series of

mode-n products:

A = G ×1 U
(1) ×2 · · · ×d U

(d). (2.3)

Here G ∈ RR1×···×Rd is a small core tensor, and U(n) ∈ RIn×Rn is a factor matrix for the n-th

mode. The Tucker rank is the tuple (R1, . . . , Rd). A Tucker factorization with ranks Rn = R

requires Rd + R
∑

n In parameters.

Definition 2.1.5 The tensor-train (TT) factorization [87] expresses a d-way tensor A as a

collection of matrix products:

ai1i2...id = G(1)(:, i1, :)G(2)(:, i2, :) . . .G(d)(:, id, :). (2.4)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.1: (a): An order-3 tensor, (b) and (c): representations in CP and Tucker formats
respectively, where low-rank factors are color-coded to indicate the corresponding modes. (d):
TT representation of an order-d tensor, where the purple lines and squares indicate G(n)(:, in, :),
which is the in-th slice of the TT core G(n) obtained by fixing its second index.

Each TT-core G(n) ∈ RRn−1×In×Rn is an order-3 tensor. The tuple (R0, R1, . . . , Rd) is the

TT-rank and R0 = Rd = 1.

The TT format uses
∑

nRn−1InRn parameters in total and leads to more expressive interactions

than the CP format.

Let A ∈ RI×J be a matrix. We assume that I and J can be factored as follows:

I =

d∏
n=1

In, J =

d∏
n=1

Jn. (2.5)

We can reshape A into a tensor A with dimensions I1 × · · · × Id × J1 × · · · × Jd, such that the

(i, j)-th element of A uniquely corresonds to the (i1, i2, · · · , id, j1, j2, · · · , jd)-th element of A.

The TT decomposition can extended to compress the resulting order-2d tensor as follows.

Definition 2.1.6 The tensor-train matrix (TTM) factorization expresses an order-2d tensor

A as d matrix products:

ai1...idj1...jd = G(1)(:, i1, j1, :)G(2)(:, i2, j2, :) . . .G(d)(:, id, jd, :). (2.6)
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Each TT-core G(n) ∈ RRn−1×In×Jn×Rn is an order 4 tensor. The tuple (R0, R1, R2, . . . , Rd) is

the TT-rank and as before R0 = Rd = 1. This TTM factorization requires
∑

nRn−1InJnRn

parameters to represent A.

We provide a visual representation of the CP, Tucker, and TT formats in Fig. 2.1 (b) – (d).

2.2 Tensorized Neural Networks

A deep neural network can be written as

y = h(x) = gL (gL−1 (· · ·g1(x))) (2.7)

where x is an input data sample and y is an output label. Here gk(z) = σ(Wkz+bk) represents

layer k, where σ is a nonlinear activation function, Wk and bk are the weights and bias,

respectively. Considering parameter dependence, we can re-write (2.7) as

y = h(x | {Wk,bk}Lk=1). (2.8)

In a convolutional layer Wk should be replaced with tensor Wk. In modern neural networks,

{Wk}Lk=1 contain millions to billions of parameters, which cause huge challenges in training

and inference on various hardware platforms. A promising solution is to generate a compact

neural network via low-rank tensor compression [47,50,51] as follows:

• Folding to high-order tensors. A weight matrix W ∈ RI×J can be folded into an

order-d tensor A ∈ RI1×···×Id where IJ =
∏

n In. We can also fold W to an order-2d

tensor A ∈ RI1×···×Id×J1×···×Jd such that wij = ai1···idj1···jd . While a convolution filter is

already a tensor, we can reshape it to a higher-order tensor with reduced mode sizes.

• Low-rank tensor compression. After folding W into a higher-order tensor A, one

can employ low-rank tensor compression to reduce the number of parameters. Either the

CP, Tucker, TT or TTM factorization can be applied [47,48,51].
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Assume that Φk includes all low-rank tensor factors required to represent Wk . Considering

the dependence of Wk on Φk, we can now write (2.8) as

y =h
(
x | {Wk (Φk) ,bk}Lk=1

)
= f (x | Ψ) , with Ψ = {Φk,bk}Lk=1. (2.9)

Here Ψ include all tensor factors and bias vectors in a tensorized neural network. The number

of variables in Ψ is often orders-of-magnitude smaller than that in the original model (2.8).

Please note the following:

• The tensor factors in Φk depend on the tensor format we choose. In CP format, Φk

includes d matrix factors; in Tucker format, Φk includes d factor matrices and a small

order-d core tensor as shown in (2.3); when the TT or TTM format is used, Φk includes

d order-3 or order-4 TT cores shown in (2.4) and (2.6) respectively.

• The number of variables in each Φk depends on the tensor ranks used in the compression.

A higher tensor rank leads to higher expressive power but a lower compression ratio. In

existing approaches, it is hard to select a proper tensor rank a-priori.

Two main approaches exist to produce low-rank tensorized neural networks. The first

approach trains an uncompressed neural network h and then performs tensor factorization on

each of the weights {Wk}Lk=1. This train-then-compress approach suffers from two drawbacks:

• High training costs. The uncompressed training consumes a huge amount of memory,

run-time, and energy on a hardware platform.

• Lower accuracy. The subsequent tensor compression causes accuracy loss, which be-

comes significant when the compression ratio is high.

The second approach is fixed-rank tensorized training. In this approach the user pre-specifies

the tensor rank and trains low-rank tensor factors of weight parameters. This approach avoids

the compute and memory requirements of uncompressed training but requires that the user
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manually select a good rank a-priori. This approach usually requires multiple training runs to

select the rank. In addition a user-specified rank may achieve suboptimal compression.

2.3 Bayesian Inference

The goal of Bayesian inference is to infer the parameters θ of a posterior distribution

p(θ|D) =
p(D)|θ)p(θ

p(D)
. (2.10)

In most large-scale machine learning settings p(D) is intractable to compute, but we do have

access to the gradient of the log-posterior function with respect to θ:

∇θ log p(θ|D) = ∇θ log p(D|θ) +∇θ log p(θ). (2.11)

The goal is to generate an approximate representation q(θ) of the posterior distribution

p(θ). In the following subsections we present several methods for constructing q.

2.3.1 Markov Chain Monte Carlo

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods sequentially generate a set of particles D =

{θi}ni=1 such that the empirical density qD(θ) = 1
n

n∑
i=1

δθi approximates the posterior p(θ|D),

where δθi is the indicator function at θi. The particles are generated by the time steps of a

Markov Chain whose target distribution is the true posterior p(θ|D). There are many ways of

constructing a Markov Chain, but we focus on two: Random Walk Metropolis (RWM) and the

Metropolis-Adjusted Langevin Algorithm (MALA).

Given the current point θi, both RWM and MALA consist of two phases: a proposal step

and an accept/reject step. The RWM proposal step generates the proposal θ′ by

θ′ ∼ N (θi, tI) (2.12)
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where t is a tunable scale parameter. The MALA proposal generates the proposal by

θ′ ∼ N
(
θi +

t

2
∇θp(θi|D), tI

)
(2.13)

and t is the tunable step size parameter. The posterior gradient term in the MALA proposal

often leads to faster mixing compared to methods such as RWM which do not use the posterior

gradient.

The second step is the Metropolis-Hastings accept/reject step. This procedure computes a

tolerance parameter α based on the posterior probability of the proposal and accepts or rejects

the new sample θ′ if α > u where u ∼ U [0, 1]. To compute the threshold:

α =
p(θ′)|D)

p(θi|D)
. (2.14)

Therefore if the new proposed sample θ′ has higher posterior probability than the current sample

θi then α > 1 and the new sample is automatically accepted and θi = θ′. This accept/reject

step ensures that q converges to the correct target density p.

MCMC methods are the gold standard for posterior inference. Given unlimited time, they

generate highly accurate representations of the target posterior. However they suffer from two

key drawbacks:

• Sample Complexity: MCMC methods require a large number of samples (model

copies) which leads to high compute and memory costs.

• Training Time: MCMC methods require long sampling periods to converge, especially

in high-dimensional spaces.

Next we introduce two Bayesian inference methods that address these drawbacks.
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2.3.2 Stein Variational Gradient Descent (SVGD)

Stein Variational gradient descent offers a tradeoff between the flexibility of nonparametric

MCMC methods with the speed of variational Bayesian inference. The goal is to find a set of

particles D = {θi}ni=1 such that qD(θ) = 1
n

n∑
i=1

k(θ,θi) approximates the true posterior p(θ|D).

Here k(·, ·) is a positive definite kernel such as the Radial Basis Function. The particles can

be found by minimizing the Kullback–Leibler divergence between qD(θ) and p (θ|D)). The

optimal update ϕ(·) is derived in [88] and takes the form

θk ← θk + ϵϕ(θk)

ϕ(θk) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

[
k(θi,θk)∇θi log p(θi|D) +∇θik(θi,θk)

] (2.15)

where ϵ is the step size.

The number of particles used for SVGD typically varies between 10 and 100, in comparison

to particle sets of size > 10, 000 generated by MCMC chains. Therefore SVGD addresses the

sample complexity challenge, but not necessarily the training time challenge.

2.3.3 Stochastic Variational Inference (SVI)

Stochastic Variational Inference accelerates the Bayesian learning process by reformulating

the Bayesian learning problem as a parameterized optimization problem. This reformulation ac-

celerates training and leads to low-complexity representations. However the strong assumptions

employed by SVI can degrade the quality of the posterior approximation q.

Let θ be the parameters to infer and let q(θ) be the approximating distribution to the

target posterior distribution

p(θ|D) ∝ p(D|θ)p(θ).

SVI [69] solves an optimization problem where the loss function is the KL divergence and the
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goal is to find the best approximating density q⋆ among a parameterized class of densities P:

q⋆(θ) = arg min
q(θ)∈P

KL (q(θ)||p(θ|D)) , KL (q(θ)||p(θ|D)) = Eq(θ)

[
log

q(θ)

p(θ|D)

]
. (2.16)

The KL divergence can be re-written as

KL (q(θ)||p(θ|D)) = Eq(θ) [log q(θ)− log p(D|θ)− log p(θ)] + const.

= −Eq(θ) [log p(D|θ)] + KL (q(θ)||p(θ)) + const.

(2.17)

This is a combination of the log-likelihood (model fit) and the divergence from the approximate

posterior to the prior (low-rank). To approximate the expectation in the log-likelihood term

one samples from the variational distribution q. The KL-divergence is either approximated via

sampling or evaluated in a closed form. The form in Equation (2.17) requires the evaluation of

the full-data model likelihood. If the data is large the full-data likelihood p(D|θ) is intractable,

so we approximate the likelihood by subsampling a minibatch M⊂ D.

The objective in Equation 2.17 admits fast gradient-based optimization which speeds up

training compared to nonparametric particle-based methods. However the parametric form of

q can reduce the quality of the posterior representation.
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Chapter 3

Stein Variational Gradient Descent for
Compact End-to-End Training in TT
Format

Tensor decomposition is an effective approach to compress over-parameterized neural networks

and to enable their deployment on resource-constrained hardware platforms. However, directly

applying tensor compression in the training process is a challenging task due to the afore-

mentioned difficulty of choosing a proper tensor rank. In order to address this challenge, this

chapter proposes a low-rank Bayesian tensorized neural network. Our Bayesian method per-

forms automatic model compression via an adaptive tensor rank determination. We also present

approaches for posterior density calculation and maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation for

the end-to-end training of our tensorized neural network. We provide experimental validation

on a two-layer fully connected neural network, a 6-layer CNN and a 110-layer residual neural

network where our work produces 7.4× to 137× more compact neural networks directly from

the training while achieving high prediction accuracy.

Contributions. Inspired by the recent Bayesian CP and Tucker tensor completion [58,62],

we develop a novel low-rank Bayesian tensorized neural network. Our contribution is two-

fold. Firstly, we present a Bayesian model to compress the model parameters (e.g., weight

matrices and convolution kernels) via tensor train decomposition [87]. We develop the first

method for Bayesian tensor rank determination in nonlinear models such as neural networks.

Our method employs a proper prior density to automatically determine the tensor ranks
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based on the given training data, which is beyond the capability of existing tensorized neu-

ral networks. Secondly, we develop training algorithms to estimate the full posterior den-

sity and the MAP point. To solve the large-scale Bayesian inference problem we approxi-

mate the posterior density by Stein variational gradient descent [88]. The proposed frame-

work can generate much more compact neural networks. Our method can also provide un-

certainty estimation, which is important for certain applications like decision making in au-

tonomous driving [26] and robotics. Code to reproduce our experiments is publicly available at

https://github.com/colehawkins/svgd-tensor-neurocomputing

3.1 Proposed Bayesian Model

3.1.1 Low-Rank Bayesian Tensorized Neural Networks (LR-BTNN)

Let D = {(xi,yi)}Ni=1 be the training data, where yi ∈ RS is an output label. We intend to

train an L-layer tensorized neural network

y ≈ f (x | Ψ) = g
(
x| {W(l)}Ll=1

)
. (3.1)

as described in (2.8). Here W(l) is an unknown tensor describing the massive model parameters

in the l-th layer. We consider two kinds of tensorized layers in this paper:

• TT-FC Layer. In a fully connected (FC) layer, a vector is mapped to a component-

wise nonlinear activation function by a weight matrix W(l). We tensorize W(l) as W(l)

according to (2.5).

• TT-Conv Layer. A convolutional filter takes the form K(l) ∈ Rt×t×C×S where t × t

is the filter size, C and S are the numbers of input and output channels, respectively.

The number of channels C and S are often larger than the filter size t, so we factorize

C =
∏d

i=1 ci, S =
∏d

i=1 si, reshape K(l) into a t2× c1× · · · × cd× s1× · · · × sd tensor, and

denote the reshaped tensor as W(l). Reshaping achieves better compression ratios when
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C or S is large [51].

Our goal is to parameterize and compress each unknown W(l) in TT-format in the training

process. To simplify notations, we consider a single-layer neural network parametrized by a

single tensor W , but our results can be easily generalized to a general L-layer network (see our

result section). In order to build a Bayesian model, we assume the following likelihood function

p

(
D|
{
G(k)

}d

k=1

)
=

N∏
i=1

p
(
yi,g

(
xi | [[G(1), . . . ,G(d)]]

))
. (3.2)

Here G(k) ∈ RRk−1×Mk×Jk×Rk is an unknown TT core of W , and the maximum TT-rank

R = (1, R1, . . . , Rd−1, 1) sets an upper bound for the TT rank. The actual TT rank will be

determined later. In this paper we focus on classification problems so we assume a multinomial

likelihood. Let yi,s and gs be the s-th component of yi and g, respectively, then we have

p
(
yi,g

(
xi | [[G(1), . . . ,G(d)]]

))
=

S∏
s=1

gs

(
xi | [[G(1), . . . ,G(d)]]

)yi,s
(3.3)

As a result, the negative log-likelihood is the standard cross-entropy loss

L({G(k)}) = −
N∑
i=1

S∑
s=1

yi,s log gs

(
xi | [[G(1), . . . ,G(d)]]

)
. (3.4)

In order to infer the unknown TT cores {G(k)}dk=1 and to decide the actual ranks, we will

further introduce some hidden variables {λ(k)}d−1
k=1 to parameterize the prior density of {G(k)}dk=1

(which will be explained in Section 3.1.2). Let θ denote all unknown variables

θ :=

{{
G(k)

}d

k=1
, {λ(k)}d−1

k=1

}
(3.5)

which is described with a prior density p(θ). Then we can build a tensorized neural network by
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G(k)(1, ik, 1) G(k)(1, ik, 2) G(k)(1, ik, 3)

G(k)(2, ik, 1) G(k)(2, ik, 2) G(k)(2, ik, 3)

Slice of TT-core G(k)

G(k+1)(1, ik+1, 1) G(k+1)(1, ik+1, 2) G(k+1)(1, ik+1, 3) G(k+1)(1, ik+1, 4)

G(k+1)(2, ik+1, 1) G(k+1)(2, ik+1, 2) G(k+1)(2, ik+1, 3) G(k+1)(2, ik+1, 4)

G(k+1)(3, ik+1, 1) G(k+1)(3, ik+1, 2) G(k+1)(3, ik+1, 3) G(k+1)(3, ik+1, 4)

Slice of TT-core G(k+1)

Figure 3.1: Elements of 3-way G(k) and G(k+1). The elements controlled by the same entry
of λ(k) are marked with the same color. Here the upper bound of TT rank is set as Rk−1 =
2, Rk = 3, Rk+1 = 4.

estimating the MAP point or the full distribution of the following posterior density function:

p(θ|D) =
p(D|θ)p(θ)

p(D)
∝ p(D|θ)p(θ) = p(D,θ). (3.6)

There exist two key challenges. Firstly, how shall we choose the prior density p(θ) to ensure de-

sired model structures? Secondly, how can we efficiently solve the resulting large-scale Bayesian

inference?

3.1.2 Selection of Prior Density Functions

In order to achieve automatic model compression in the training, the prior density function

in (3.6) should be chosen such that: (1) the actual rank of G(k) is very small; (2) manual rank

tuning can be avoided.

Prior Density for G(k). We specify the prior density on a TT-matrix core. The size

of G(k) is fixed as Rk−1 × Mk × Jk × Rk. In order to reduce the TT rank, we will enforce

some rows and columns in the slice G(k)(:,mk, jk, :) to zero. The main challenge is that the

matrix products are coupled: the rk-th column of G(k−1)(:,mk−1, jk−1, :) and the rk-th row of

G(k)(:,mk, jk, :) should simultaneously shrink to zero if a rank deficiency happens. Fig. 3.1 uses

the slices of two adjacent 3-way TT cores to show this coupling in the TT decomposition.

In order to address the above challenge, we extend the sparsity-enforcing priors from [58]

which were developed for CP and Tucker tensor completion but are not applicable to TT format.

Specifically, we introduce the non-negative vector parameter λ(k) = [λ
(k)
1 , . . . , λ

(k)
Rk

] ∈ RRk to
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control the actual rank R̂k for each k with 1 ≤ k ≤ d− 1. For each intermediate TT core G(k),

we place a normal prior on its entries:

p
(
G(k) | λ(k−1),λ(k)

)
=

∏
rk−1,mk,jk,rk

N
(
G(k)(rk−1,mk, jk, rk) | 0, λ(k−1)

rk−1
· λ(k)

rk

)
(3.7)

where 2 ≤ k ≤ d− 1, 1 ≤ rk−1 ≤ Rk−1, 1 ≤ rk ≤ Rk, 1 ≤ mk ≤Mk and 1 ≤ jk ≤ Jk.

Because R0 = Rd = 1, the ranks of the first and last TT cores are controlled by only one

vector. We place a similar normal prior on each:

p
(
G(1) | λ(1)

)
=

∏
m1,j1,r1

N
(
G(1)(1,m1, j1, r1) | 0,

(
λ(1)
r1

)2)
p
(
G(d) | λ(d−1)

)
=

∏
rd−1,md,jd

N
(
G(d)(rd−1,md, jd, 1) | 0,

(
λ(d−1)
rd−1

)2)
.

(3.8)

Here we use the squares
(
λ
(1)
r1

)2
and

(
λ
(d−1)
rd−1

)2
to ensure that the order of magnitude of the

priors is consistent across all TT cores. To apply the same prior to the standard tensor train

we remove the third index jk of each TT core.

Prior Density for λ(k). In order to avoid tuning {λ(k)} and TT-ranks manually, we set

each λ(k) as a random vector and impose a gamma prior on its entries:

p(λ(k)) =

Rk∏
rk=1

Ga(λ(k)
rk
|aλ, bλ). (3.9)

The hyperparameters are set to aλ = 1, bλ = 5 to encourage sparsity. We chose the Gamma prior

over other sparsity-inducing priors (i.e. Normal, Laplace, Horseshoe) due to better empirical

compression ratios. We also experimented with shrinkage priors that were not coupled across

adjacent tensor cores and found that they gave poor empirical compression.

Overall Prior for θ. Combining (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9), we have the overall prior density
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p(θ):

p (θ) =p
(
G(1) | λ(1)

)
p
(
G(d) | λ(d−1)

) d−1∏
k=2

p
(
G(k) | λ(k−1),λ(k)

) d−1∏
k=1

p(λ(k)). (3.10)

Rank-Shrinkage Effect. We illustrate the rank-shrinkage of λ in our low-rank tensor

prior with a close examination of the conditional prior density of the slices of the first core

tensor p(G(1)(:, :, :, rk)|λ(1)
rk ). Other tensor cores are similar. We observe that

p
(
G(1)(:, :, :, rk) | λ(1)

rk

)
=
∏
m1,j1

N
(
G(1)(1,m1, j1, rk) | 0,

(
λ(1)
rk

)2)

=
∏
m1,j1

1

λ
(1)
rk

√
2π

e
− 1

2

(
G(1)(1,m1,j1,rk)

λ
(1)
rk

)2

.

=

(
1

λ
(1)
rk

√
2π

)M1J1

e
− 1

2

(
∥G(1)(:,:,:,rk)∥2

λ
(1)
rk

)2

.

(3.11)

We will apply standard results for the Mahalanobis distance

d2 =

(
∥G(1)(:, :, :, rk)∥2

λ
(1)
rk

)2

(3.12)

to demonstrate how shrinkage in λrk leads to shrinkage in G(1)(:, :, :, rk). The Mahalanobis d

distance follows a χ2 distribution so

p(d2 < ϵ) =
1

2M1J1Γ(M1J1/2)
ϵM1J1/2−1e−

ϵ
2 . (3.13)

Finally, we manipulate Equation (3.13) by plugging in the value of d2 from Equation (3.12) to

get

p
(
∥G(1)(:, :, :, rk)∥2 <

√
ϵλ(1)

rk

)
=

1

2M1J1Γ(M1J1/2)
ϵM1J1/2−1e−

ϵ
2 . (3.14)

The right-hand side of Equation (3.14) is constant and independent of λ
(1)
rk . Therefore, as

λ
(1)
rk → 0, with high probability the tensor slice norm ∥G(1)(:, :, :, rk)∥2 → 0.
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3.1.3 Complete Probabilistic Model

Now we are ready to obtain the full posterior density by combining (3.2),(3.6) and (3.10):

p(θ|D) =
1

p(D)

N∏
i=1

p
(
yi,g

(
xi | [[G(1), . . . ,G(d)]]

))
p
(
G(1) | λ(1)

)
×

p
(
G(d) | λ(d−1)

) d−1∏
k=2

p
(
G(k) | λ(k−1),λ(k)

) d−1∏
k=1

p(λ(k)).

(3.15)

λ(k)

λ(k−1)

λ(1) G(1)

λ(d−1) G(d)

aλ, bλ

aλ, bλ

aλ, bλ

aλ, bλ

G(k) W

2 ≤ k ≤ d− 1

xi,yi

1 ≤ i ≤ N

Figure 3.2: Bayesian graphical model for a low-rank Bayesian tensorized neural network
parametrized by a single low-rank tensor W . There are N training samples.

The associated probabilistic graphical model is shown in Fig. 3.2. The user-defined param-

eters aλ and bλ generate a Gamma distribution for λ(k) which tunes the actual rank of each

TT core G(k) via a Gaussian distribution. The total number of parameters to be inferred for

a single-layer tensorized neural network is
∑d

k=1MkJkRk−1Rk +
∑d−1

k=1Rk. The extension to

the an L-layer neural network is straightforward: one just needs to replicate the whole diagram

except the training data by L times.
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3.1.4 Automatic Rank Determination

The actual TT rank is determined by both the prior and training data. As shown in (3.7)

and (3.8), each entry of λ(k) directly controls one sub-tensor of G(k) and one sub-tensor of

G(k+1). If the entry λ
(k)
rk is large then elements of subtensors G(k)(:, :, :, rk) and G(k+1)(rk, :

, :, :) can vary freely based on the training data. In contrast, if λ
(k)
rk is close to zero, then

the elements of G(k)(:, :, :, rk) and G(k+1)(rk, :, :, :) are more likely to vanish. Let λ̄(k) be the

posterior mean of λ(k) decided by both the prior and training data. Then the inferred TT-rank

R̂ = [1, R̂1, R̂2, . . . , R̂d−1, 1] is estimated as the number of nonzero elements in λ̄(k):

R̂k = nnz
(
λ̄(k)

)
for k = 1, 2, . . . , d− 1. (3.16)

In practice, an element of λ̄(k) is regarded as zero if it is below the threshold 1e − 2. Such

an automatic rank tuning reduces the actual number of model parameters in a single layer to∑d
k=1MkJkR̂k−1R̂k.

3.2 Bayesian and MAP Training

Now we describe how to train our low-rank Bayesian tensorized neural networks. We note

here that prior work on Bayesian tensor rank determination [57, 58, 60, 62] is only suitable for

linear models, and cannot generalize to highly nonlinear Bayesian tensorized neural networks.

We demonstrate how to overcome this difficulty.

3.2.1 Full Bayesian Training

Existing Bayesian low-rank tensor methods either rely on mean-field variational inference

or MCMC sampling. Mean-field approximations require that the tensor model is linear, and

MCMC sampling is prohibitively expensive for large-scale or deep neural networks. Therefore,

we employ the Stein variational gradient descent (SVGD) recently developed by [88] to provide a

nonparametric approximation the posterior density p(θ|D). The update from (2.15) requires the
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gradient of the log-posterior with respect to the model parameters. The gradient ∇θ log p(θ|D)

is expressed as

∇θ log p(θ|D) =

N∑
i=1

S∑
s=1

yi,s
∇θ

[
gs
(
xi | [[G(1), . . . ,G(d)]]

)]
gs
(
xi | [[G(1), . . . ,G(d)]]

) +∇θ log p(θ) (3.17)

for classification. The first term is exactly the gradient of a maximum-likelihood tensorized

training, and it is replaced by a stochastic gradient if N is large. The 2nd term caused by

our low-rank prior is our only overhead over standard tensorized training [50], and does not

require forming the full tensor. Let Λk = diag
(
λ(k−1) ⊗ λ(k)

)
be a diagonal matrix, and

vec
(
G(k)(:,mk, jk, :)

)
be the column-major vectorization. The gradients of the log-prior are

provided below:

∂ log p(θ)

∂vec
(
G(k)(:,mk, jk, :)

) = −Λ−1
k vec

(
G(k)(:,mk, jk, :)

)
∂ log p(θ)

∂λ
(k)
l

=− 1

2

∑
mk+1,jk+1,rk+1

 1

λ
(k)
l λ

(k+1)
rk+1

−

(
G(k+1)(l,mk+1, jk+1, rk+1)

λ
(k)
l λ

(k+1)
rk+1

)2


− 1

2

∑
rk−1,mk,jk

 1

λ
(k−1)
rk−1 λ

(k)
l

−

(
G(k)(rk−1,mk, jk, l)

λ
(k−1)
rk−1 λ

(k)
l

)2


+
(aλ − 1)

λ
(k)
l

− bλ.

(3.18)

3.2.2 MAP Training

To obtain the MAP estimation we run stochastic gradient descent to minimize the negative

log-posterior:

− log p(θ|D) =−
N∑
i=1

S∑
s=1

yi,s log gs

(
xi | [[G(1), . . . ,G(d)]]

)
− log p (θ) + log p(D)

(3.19)

The local maximum achieved by MAP training provides a single non-Bayesian tensorized neural

network that has been compressed by rank determination. This method is useful in order to

quickly produce a single compressed model, but does not enable uncertainty quantification.
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3.2.3 Initialization

Training deep neural networks requires careful initialization [9]. The same is true for ten-

sorized neural networks [96]. A good empirically determined initialization distribution for the

full tensor weights isN
(

0,
√

2
Q

)
where Q is the total number of parameters in the full tensor. In

order to achieve variance
√

2
Q for a low-rank TT or TT-matrix with ranks R1 = · · · = Rd−1 = R,

we initialize the TT core elements using a N
(
0, σ2

)
with σ2 =

(
2
Q

)1/2d
R1/d−1. This initializa-

tion provides a correction to the tensor core initialization described in [96] which contains an

error.

3.3 Numerical Experiments

3.3.1 Experimental Setup

We validate our method using three network structures and three datasets. We use the

Adam optimization algorithm [97] to initialize the first particle at the MAP point by minimizing

Equation (3.19) and then run 5000 iterations of SVGD. For all trainable weights except the

low-rank tensors in our proposed model we apply a N (0, 100) prior which acts as a weak

regularizer. We refer to our proposed low-rank Bayesian tensorized model as “LR-BTNN”,

a Bayesian tensorized neural network with a N (0, 100) prior on all weights and convolution

kernels as “BTNN”, and a Bayesian non-tensorized neural network with a N (0, 100) prior on

all parameters as “BNN”. We use the threshold 10−2 on all λ
(k)
j to truncate a TT-rank. In all

experiments the maximum rank R of the proposed LR-BTNN model is the same as the rank of

the fixed-rank BTNN model.

• Toy Model (2 FC Layers). First we test on the MNIST and Fashion-MNIST datasets [4,

98] using a network with two fully-connected layers. A similar tensorized neural network

was studied in [52]. We compare the accuracy and rank determination ability of our

approach as compared to the deterministic training approach from [52]. The first layer

is size 784× 625 with ReLU activation, and the second layer is size 625× 10 with a soft-
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max activation. Both layers contain a bias parameter. We convert the first layer into a

TT-matrix with (m1,m2,m3,m4) = (7, 4, 7, 4), (j1, j2, j3, j4) = (5, 5, 5, 5) and the second

layer into a TT-matrix with (m1,m2) = (25, 25) and (j1, j2) = (5, 2). Both layers have

maximum TT-rank R1 = · · · = Rd−1 = 20. We initialize by training for 100 epochs on

the log-posterior. We use 50 particles to approximate the posterior density.

• Baseline Six Layer CNN (4 Conv layers + 2 FC layers). We test on the CIFAR-

10 dataset [99] using a baseline tensorized convolutional model from [50]. This CNN

model consists of (Conv-128,BN,ReLU), (Conv-128,BN,ReLU), max-pool 3 × 3, (Conv-

256,BN,ReLU), (Conv-256,BN,ReLU), max-pool 5×5, fc-512, fc-10. All convolutions are

3× 3 with stride 1. Following [51] we do not tensorize the first convolutional layer, which

contains less than 1% of the parameters. We set the maximum TT-ranks of all layers to

30. We extend the original training 100 epoch training schedule from [51] to 120 epochs

to account for the more complex log-posterior loss function. We use 20 particles for the

SVGD fully Bayesian estimation.

• ResNet-110 (109 Conv layers + 1 FC layer). We further test the baseline Keras

ResNetv1 structure [1, 100] on the CIFAR-10 datasets. We do not tensorize the convo-

lutions in the first ResBlock (first 36 layers) or the 1 × 1 convolutions. For all other

convolutions we set the maximum TT-rank to 20. We use the standard 200 epoch train-

ing schedule to find the MAP point. As in the previous CNN experiment, we also use 20

particles for the SVGD fully Bayesian estimation.

3.3.2 Results

Table 3.1 shows the overall performances of our LR-BTNN with BNN and BTNN on the

three examples. We evaluate test accuracy of the single-particle map estimate (MAP Acc.) and

the uncertainty quality of the fully Bayesian SVGD model (test LL). From the table, we can

compare the following performance metrics:
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Table 3.1: Results of a standard Bayesian neural network (BNN), a Bayesian tensorized neural
network (BTNN) with Gaussian prior, and our low-rank Bayesian tensorized neural network
(LR-BTNN). We report test log-likelihood for the SVGD models and test accuracy (Acc.) for
the MAP models.

Example Model SVGD Param # MAP Param # Log-Lik. Acc.

BNN 24,844,250 496,885 -0.193 97.6%
Toy Model BTNN 1,361,750 27,235 -0.188 97.7%
(2 FC, MNIST) LR-BTNN 181,250 (137×) 3,625 (137×) -0.106 97.8%

BNN 24,844,250 496,885 -0.619 87.1 %
Toy Model BTNN 1,361,750 27,235 -0.847 86.7%
(2 FC, F-MNIST) LR-BTNN 642,750 (38.6×) 12,375 (40.1×) -0.410 87.7%

BNN 31,388,360 1,569,418 -0.497 89.0%
Baseline CNN BTNN 13,737,360 686,868 -0.463 88.8%
(4 Conv+2 FC) LR-BTNN 1,987,520 (15.8×) 99,376 (15.8×) -0.471 87.4%

BNN 34,855,240 1,742,762 -0.506 92.6%
ResNet-110 BTNN 12,895,800 644,790 -0.521 91.1%
(109 Conv+1 FC) LR-BTNN 4,733,028 (7.4×) 236,651 (7.4×) -0.515 90.4%

Model Size. The 3rd and 4th columns of Table 3.1 show the number of model parameters in

the full posterior density estimations and in the MAP estimations, respectively. Because of the

automatic tensor rank reduction, our LR-BTNN method generates much more compact neural

networks. The compression ratio is very high when the networks have FC layers only (137×

reduction over BNN on the MNIST example). The compression ratio becomes smaller when

the network has more convolution layers (e.g., 27.3× on the CNN and 7.4× on ResNet-110).

Our method outperforms [48, 51] which compressed the convolution layers typically by 2× to

4×.

Prediction Accuracy. The 5th and 6th columns of Table 3.1 show the prediction accuracy of

our fully Bayesian and MAP estimations, respectively. For the MAP estimation, the accuracy

loss of our LR-BTNN model is very small, and our proposed model even achieves the best

performance on the MNIST and Fashion-MNIST examples. For the fully Bayesian model, we

measure the probabilistic model accuracy by computing the predictive log likelihood on held-out

test data (denoted as “Test LL” in the table). Our LR-BTNN performs much better than other
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(a) Two FC layers in the MNIST

example.

(b) Conv (left) and FC (right)

layers in CNN.

(c) Two Conv layers in

ResNet-110.

Figure 3.3: Inferred TT-ranks at specified layers in the three examples.

two methods on the MNIST and Fashion-MNIST examples, and all models are comparable on

the CIFAR-10 tasks despite the fact that our model is much smaller.

Automatic Rank Determination. The main advantage of our LR-BTNN method is its

automatic rank determination and model compression in the traning process. Fig. 3.3 shows

the rank determinations of some specific layers in all three examples. Fig. 3.4 shows the re-

sulting layer-wise parameter reduction due to the automatic rank determination. The MNIST

classification model has two overly parameterized FC layers, so the actual TT ranks are much

lower than the maximum ranks. In fact, the TT-rank in Layer 1 reduces from (1, 20, 20, 20, 1)

to (1, 8, 1, 5, 1), and the TT-rank in Layer 2 reduces from (1, 20, 1) to (1, 13, 1). This provides

8.5× compression over the naive TNN and overall 138× compression over the non-tensorized

neural networks. A naive tensorization of the CNN model gives a compression ratio of 2.3×,

and the rank determination gives a further parameter reduction of 6.9×, leading to an overall

15.8× compression. Most layers in ResNet-110 are convolutions blocks with small numbers of

filters, and there is only one small dense matrix. These facts make tensor compression less

effective on this ResNet-110 example.

Uncertainty Quantification. Our LR-BTNN method is able to quantify the model uncer-

tainty, which is critical for decision making in uncertain environments. Specifically, based on

the posterior density obtained from SVGD, we can easily estimate the probability density of

an predicted output. As an example, Fig. 3.5 shows an image that is hard to classify. The
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(a) MNIST. (b) CNN. (c) ResNet-110.

Figure 3.4: Compression of parameters at different layers due to the automatic rank determi-
nation.

Figure 3.5: Left: a challenging input image with true label 3. Right: the joint marginal density
of softmax output 3 (x-axis) and softmax output 5 (y-axis).

predicted density shows that this image can be recognized as “3” with the highest probability,

but it can also be recognized as “5” with a high probability. A possible pitfall of SVGD is that

all particles collapse to the MAP point [101]. This does not occur for our model, as the MAP

log-likelihood value consistently outperforms the SVGD log-likelihood value.

3.3.3 Cross-Validation for Rank Selection

Cross-validation is a standard strategy for parameter tuning. However this approach is

extremely time-consuming for selecting the tensor rank parameter because the rank parameter

is discrete. Therefore combinatorial searches are required to select the best tensor ranks in the

standard tensorized neural network training. In contrast, our model can determine the tensor

rank in a single training run. We illustrate the effect of tuning the tensor rank in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Rank parameter tuning experiment on the MNIST dataset. BTNN-r is a tensorized
neural network with the same MNIST architecture as before and fixed tensor rank r.

Model Param # Accuracy

BTNN-5 3,160 96.89

BTNN-10 8,435 97.23

BTNN-15 16,460 97.44

BTNN-20 27,235 97.68

BTNN-25 40,760 97.66

BTNN-30 57,035 97.63

LR-BTNN 3,625 97.78

We train the standard tensorized neural network (BTNN) on the MNIST task and vary the

fixed tensor rank r of both layers to observe the parameter sensitivity. We observe that even

after fine-tuning the tensor rank our model presents the most attractive parameter/accuracy

tradeoff. This is because our model can automatically select non-uniform tensor ranks (i.e.

(1,7,1,5,1)) without prohibitively expensive combinatorial search.

3.3.4 Particle Number Selection

For the MNIST model we found that existing SVGD approaches to non-tensorized training

use 20 − 100 particles for posterior approximation [88, 102] so we selected an intermediate

value of 50. In Figure 3.6 we plot the particle/test log-likelihood tradeoff for each model

(BNN,BTNN,LR-BTNN) on Fashion-MNIST. We observe that after approximately 40 particles

the approximation quality is stable. For the larger CIFAR-10 experiments we selected the

number of particles as 20 due to GPU memory constraints. We address the challenge of particle

selection with another work in this thesis (see Chaper 5).

3.3.5 Rank Determination Overhead

To measure the overhead of our rank determination approach compared with the fixed-

rank tensorized neural network training we measure the per-epoch timing overhead of the rank

determination. The results are presented in Table 3.3. We observe that our proposed method
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Figure 3.6: Test log-likelihood sensitivity vs. number of particles used for the Fashion-MNIST
task.

(LR-BTNN) adds negligible overhead to standard fixed-rank training (BTNN).

Table 3.3: Rank determination training overhead. All results are reported in seconds per epoch
for MAP training. BTNN does not use rank determination. Our proposed LR-BTNN method
uses rank determination.

Task BTNN LR-BTNN

Toy Model (2 FC, MNIST) 9.7 9.8

Baseline CNN (4 Conv+2 FC) 56.1 56.3

Resnet-110 (109 Conv+1 FC) 207.2 207.5

3.4 Conclusion

We have proposed a low-rank Bayesian tensorized neural networks in the tensor train for-

mat. Our formulation provides an automatic rank determination and model compression in

the end-to-end training. A Stein variational inference method has been employed to perform

full Bayesian estimations, and the resulting model can predict output uncertainties. Our meth-

ods have shown excellent accuracy and model compression ratios on various neural network

structures with both fully connected and convolution layers for the MNIST, Fashion-MNIST,
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and CIFAR-10 data sets. Our method is shown to be more effective on FC layers than on

convolution layers.
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Chapter 4

Stochastic Variational Inference For
Scalable End-to-End Compact Training in
CP, TT, TTM, and Tucker Format

In comparison to the methods proposed in Chapter 3, the methods introduced in this chapter

make the following improvements:

• Dramatically improving scalability by introducing a new Stochastic Variational Inference

Bayesian solver, allowing us to demonstrate our method on much larger networks.

• Extending Bayesian techniques for rank determination in nonlinear tensor problems to

all commonly used low-rank tensor formatst (CP, Tucker, TT, and TTM).

This chapter presents a novel end-to-end framework for low-rank tensorized training. We

first develop a Bayesian model for automatic rank determination that supports various low-rank

tensor formats (e.g., CP, Tucker, tensor train and Tensor-Train Matrix). This improves the

method in Chapter 3 by including a wider range of low-rank tensor formats. Then we develop

a customized Bayesian solver to train large-scale tensorized neural networks. This improves

upon the scalability of the SVGD training presented in Chapter 3. Our training methods shows

orders-of-magnitude parameter reduction and little accuracy loss (or even better accuracy) in

the experiments. On a very large deep learning recommendation system with over 4.2 × 109

model parameters, our method can reduce the parameter number to 1.6× 105 automatically in

the training process (i.e., by 2.6× 104 times) while achieving almost the same accuracy.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Key idea of this work. Conventional train-then-compress approaches have high
training costs. In constrast, the proposed end-to-end tensorized training can reduce the training
variables significantly and directly produce ultra-compact neural networks. (b) Effectiveness of
this approach on a realistic DLRM benchmark. Standard methods train 4.25 billion variables.
Our proposed method only trains 2.36 million variables, which are further reduced to 164K in
the training process due to the automatic tensor rank determination.

Contributions This paper will present a rank-adaptive end-to-end tensorized training method

to generate ultra-compact neural networks directly from scratch. As shown in Fig. 4.1 (a), our

method avoids the expensive full-size training in contrast with existing post-training tensor

compression methods [47, 48, 51, 80]. Our method can reduce the training and inference vari-

ables by several orders of magnitude, and may achieve further reductions if combined with

low-precision numerical operations [38,84,85,86]. This work can make a great practical impact:

it may enable energy-efficient training of medium- or large-size neural networks on edge devices

(e.g, embedded GPUs and FPGA), which is impossible to achieve at this moment with existing

training methods. Some recent works have studied low-rank tensorized training [50, 52, 103],

but they fix the tensor ranks before training. It is hard to decide a proper tensor rank param-

eter a-priori in practice, therefore one often has to perform extensive combinatorial searches

and many training runs until a good rank parameter is found.

We make the following contributions to achieve efficient one-shot tensorized training:

• A general-purpose rank-adaptive Bayesian tensorized model. The training cost

and model performance are controlled by tensor ranks, which are unknown a priori. In

order to avoid expensive manual search for tensor ranks required by recent works [50,

52, 103], we develop a novel Bayesian model to determine both tensor ranks and factors
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automatically. Existing tensor-based modeling methods are problem-specific and focus

on a single tensor format [58,62,104,105]. In contrast our work includes all four low-rank

tensor formats in common use (CP, Tucker, tensor-train, and tensor-train matrix) and

make general advances in low-rank tensor-based modeling. This paper focuses on neural

networks, but our method can easily be applied to other tensor problems (e.g., tensor

completion, tensor regression and multi-task tensor learning).

• A scalable Stochastic Variational Inference Bayesian solver for the proposed

tensorized neural networks. Training Bayesian tensorized neural networks is ex-

pensive, and existing approaches incur high memory and compute requirements. This

is because particle-based Bayesian methods require multiple model copies and multiple

forward propagations for every training and inference step [105]. Existing mean-field

Bayesian tensor completion solvers [58, 62, 104] do not work for tensorized neural net-

works because of the highly nonlinear forward propagation model in our case. In this

work we improve the approximate Bayesian inference method [69]. Specifically, we ob-

serve that directly employing the solver in [69] causes large gradient variance in our

tensorized model. Therefore, we simplify the posterior density of some rank-controlling

hyper parameters, and develop an analytical/numerical hybrid approach for the solution

update. This customized Bayesian solver infers the unknown tensor factors and tensor

ranks of realistic neural networks in a single training run, enabling training and quanti-

fying the uncertainty of extremely large-scale deep learning models that are beyond the

capability of existing Bayesian solvers.

• Extensive numerical validations. We test our algorithms on four benchmarks with

model parameters ranging from 4×105 to 4.2×109. Our method can reduce the training

variables by several orders of magnitude with little or even no loss of accuracy. For

instance, our method achieves 26, 000× parameter reduction when training a large-scale

DLRM model as shown in Fig. 4.1 (b). We also compare our methods with existing

tensorized neural network methods [50, 51, 52, 103] including post-training compression
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and fixed-rank tensorized training, which clearly demonstrates the advantage of our rank-

adaptive training method in terms of variable reduction and model accuracy.

To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first end-to-end Bayesian method that au-

tomatically determines the tensor rank in large-scale neural network training (with billions

of model parameters) and supports multiple low-rank tensor formats simultaneously. This

work will enable energy-efficient and low-cost training of realistic neural networks in resource-

constrained scenarios such as internet of things (IoT), robotic systems and mobile phones, as

demonstrated by our recent preliminary FPGA prototype for on-device training [18]. The

Bayesian solution will enable uncertainty quantification of the prediction results, which is

important in safety-critical applications such as autonomous driving and medical imaging.

Code to reproduce our results is publicly available at https://github.com/colehawkins/

bayesian-tensor-rank-determination.

4.1 Bayesian Low-Rank Tensorized Model

In this work, we plan to develop a tensorized training method that can automatically

determine the tensor ranks in the training process. This method requires only one training run

and avoids the high cost of uncompressed training. Bayesian methods have been employed for

tensor completion and factorization [58, 62, 63], where the observed data is a linear function of

tensor elements. However, existing Bayesian tensor solvers do not work for tensorized neural

networks due to the nonlinear forward model and large number of unknown variables.

4.1.1 High-Level Bayesian Formulation

We first describe a general-purpose Bayesian model for training low-rank tensorized neural

networks. For notational convenience we assume that our neural network f has one nonlinear

layer, and that its weight matrix W is folded to a single tensor A. Extending our method to

general multi-layer cases with multiple tensors is straightforward, and we will report results on

general multi-layer models in Section 4.3.
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Given a training data set D, our goal is to determine the unknown low-rank factors Φ for

A, the associated tensor ranks, and the bias vector b. We introduce hyper parameters Λ to

control the tensor ranks and model complexity. Our posterior distribution is

p(Ψ,Λ|D) =
p(D|Ψ)p(Ψ,Λ)

p(D)
, with Ψ = {Φ,b}. (4.1)

Here p(D|Ψ) is the model likelihood, p(Ψ,Λ) is the joint prior and p(D) is the model evidence

p(D) =

∫
Ψ,Λ

p(D|Ψ)p(Ψ,Λ)dΨdΛ. (4.2)

The likelihood and joint prior are specified below:

• Likelihood function: p(D|Ψ) and data D are determined by a forward propagation

model. Let (x,y) ∈ D be a training sample where x is the neural network input and

y is the associated true label. The multinomial likelihood function for a neural network

classifier with C potential classes is

p(D|Ψ) ∝
∏

(x,y)∈D

C∏
c=1

f(x|Ψ)ycc . (4.3)

where yc is the correct class label. Here f is the forward propagation model in (2.9)

which is conditioned on the given low-rank tensor factors and bias vectors. We omit the

multinomial distribution constant of proportionality for simplicity.

• Joint Prior: We place an independent prior over the low-rank tensor factors and the

bias term. We choose a weak normal prior for the bias term:

p(Ψ,Λ) = p(b)p(Φ,Λ), p(b) ∝
∏
i

1

σ2
0

exp

(
− b2i

2σ2
0

)
. (4.4)

Here p(Φ,Λ) is the joint prior for tensor factors Φ and hyper parameters Λ. The design of

p(Φ,Λ) depends on the tensor format we choose, which will be explained in Section 4.1.2 &
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.2: (a) For the CP prior, if one element of λ is small, one column is removed from
every factor matrix. (b) For the Tucker prior, if one element of λ(n) is small then one column
of U(n) shrinks to zero. (c) For the TT prior, if one element of λ(n) is small then one slice of
G(n) shrinks to zero. The columns/slices to be removed are marked in white.

4.1.3.

4.1.2 Tensor Factor Priors

Proper priors should be chosen in order to automatically shrink tensor ranks in the training

process. Here we will specify the joint prior p(Φ,Λ) for the four tensor formats described in

Section 2.1: CP, Tucker, TT and TTM.

Firstly we specify the general form of p(Φ,Λ). For the CP format, we initialize each factor

U(n) as a matrix with R columns. Assume that R is larger than the actual rank r, and all

factors shrink to r columns in the training process. All CP factors have the same maximum

rank (column number) so we use a single vector Λ = λ ∈ RR to control the rank. The tensor

rank in Tucker, TT or TTM format is a vector, and the rank associated with each mode can

be different. Therefore, we require a collection of vectors Λ = {λ(n)}dn=1 to control the ranks

of each mode individually. Here λ(n) ∈ RRn , and the “maximum rank” Rn exceeds the “actual

rank” rn of mode n. As a result, we introduce the general form

p(Φ,Λ) =


p(Φ|λ)p(λ) for CP format

p(Φ|{λ(n)})
d∏

n=1
p(λ(n)) for Tucker, TT & TTM formats

(4.5)

where the prior distribution(s) on λ or {λ(n)}dn=1 enforce(s) rank reduction.
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Next we specify the tensor factor priors p(Φ|λ) or p(Φ|{λ(n)}) for each tensor format, and

we defer the prior on λ and {λ(n)}dn=1 to Section 4.1.3.

• CP Format: The CP tensor factors are d matrices Φ = {U(n)}dn=1. We assign a

Gaussian prior with controllable variance to each element of each factor matrix U(n):

p(Φ,Λ) = p (λ)
∏
n

p
(
U(n)|λ

)
, p

(
U(n) | λ

)
=
∏
i,j

N
(
u
(n)
ij | 0, λj

)
. (4.6)

Here u
(n)
ij is the (i, j)-th element of U(n). Each entry of λ controls one column of each

factor matrix. If a single entry λj approaches zero, then the prior mean and prior variance

of u
(n)
ij are both close to zero for all row indices i ∈ [1, In] and mode indices n ∈ [1, d]. This

encourages the whole j-th column of U(n) to shrink to zero, leading to a rank reduction.

The vector λ is shared across all modes, therefore it will shrink the same column of all

CP factor matrices simultaneously, as shown in Fig. 4.2 (a).

• Tucker Format: A Tucker factorization includes a core tensor and d factor matri-

ces, therefore Φ = {G, {U(n)}dn=1}. We also assign each factor matrix U(n) with a

variance-tunable Gaussian distribution. A Tucker model has d separate rank parameters

(r1, . . . , rd) to determine, one per factor matrix as shown in Fig. 4.2 (b). Furthermore,

the factor matrices and core tensor are handled separately. Therefore, we propose the

following prior distributions:

p(Φ,Λ) = p(G)
∏
n

p
(
U(n)|λ(n)

)
p
(
λ(n)

)
, p

(
U(n) | λ(n)

)
=
∏
i,j

N
(
u
(n)
ij | 0, λ

(n)
j

)
.

We use d independent rank controlling vectors {λ(n)}dn=1 to control the prior variances

of different factor matrices separately. The j-th element of λ(n) controls the j-th column

of factor matrix U(n). Therefore λ(n) controls rn, the n-th entry of the Tucker rank. We
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place a weak normal prior over the entries of the core tensor G:

p (G) =
∏

i1,...,id

N (gi1...id | 0, σ0) . (4.7)

We make this choice to simplify parameter inference compared to the alternative of placing

low-rank priors on both of the core tensor and the factor matrices.

• Tensor-Train (TT) Format: A TT factorization has d order-3 TT cores, therefore

Φ = {G(n)}dn=1. The TT format requires a more complicated prior because each TT

core G(n) ∈ Rrn−1×In×rn depends on two rank parameters rn−1 and rn. In order to

automatically determine the TT rank, we choose Rn > rn, and initialize the n-th TT

core with size Rn−1 × In ×Rn. The prior density of all TT cores are given as

p(Φ,Λ) = p
(
G(d)|λ(d−1)

) ∏
1≤n≤d−1

p
(
G(n)|λ(n)

)
p
(
λ(n)

)
,

p
(
G(n) | λ(n)

)
=
∏
i,j,k

N
(
g
(n)
ijk | 0, λ

(n)
k

)
for n ∈ [1, d− 1],

p
(
G(d) | λ(d−1)

)
=
∏
i,j,k

N
(
g
(d)
ijk | 0, λ

(d−1)
i

)
.

(4.8)

We introduce a vector λ(n) ∈ RRn to control the actual rank rn for mode 1 to d− 1. As

shown in Fig. 4.2 (c), the k-th element of λ(n) (i.e., λ
(n)
k ) controls the prior variance of

a slice G(n)(:, :, k). If λ
(n)
k is small, the whole slice G(n)(:, :, k) is close to zero, leading to

a rank reduction in the n-th mode. Parameter λ(d−1) controls two separate cores. This

prevents any rank parameters from overlapping and it simplifies posterior inference.

• Tensor-Train Matrix (TTM) Format: Similar to the TT format, a TTM decom-

position also has d core tensors, therefore Φ = {G(n)}dn=1. The only difference is that

each G(n) is an order-4 tensor, which is initalized with a size Rn−1 × In × Jn ×Rn in our
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(c)

Figure 4.3: (a) CP graphical model (b) Tucker graphical model (c) TT/TTM graphical model.

Bayesian model. The prior for the TTM low-rank factors is

p(Φ,Λ) = p
(
G(d)|λ(d−1)

) ∏
1≤n≤d−1

p
(
G(n)|λ(n)

)
p
(
λ(n)

)
,

p
(
G(n) | λ(n)

)
=
∏
i,j,k,l

N
(
g
(n)
ijkl | 0, λ

(n)
l

)
, for n ∈ [1, d− 1],

p
(
G(d) | λ(d−1)

)
=
∏
i,j,k,l

N
(
g
(d)
ijkl | 0, λ

(d−1)
i

)
.

(4.9)

This prior very similar to that of TT format. We use a vector parameter λ(n) to control

the actual rank rn of the n-th mode for n ∈ [1, d − 1], and λ(d−1) is shared among G(d)

and G(d−1).

4.1.3 Rank-Shrinking Hyper-Parameter Priors

To complete the setup of the full Bayesian model (4.1), we still need to specify the prior of

rank-control hyper parameters Λ = λ (for CP) or Λ = {λ(n)}dn=1 (for Tucker, TT and TTM).

Since small elements in λ and λ(n) lead to rank reductions in the tensor models, we choose

two hyper-prior densities that place high probability near zero. We focus our notation in this

subsection on the CP model for simplicity.
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We consider two choices of prior on the hyper parameter λ: the Half-Cauchy with scale

parameter η and the improper Log-Uniform on (0,∞):

p(λ) =
R∏
i=1

p(λi), with p(λi) =


HC(
√
λi|0, η) or

LU(
√
λi).

(4.10)

The improper Log-uniform distribution has a fatter tail than the Half-Cauchy distribution and

is parameter-free. We illustrate both densities in Fig. 4.4a. The Half-Cauchy scaling parameter

η > 0 can be adjusted to tune the tradeoff between accuracy and rank-sparsity. Decreasing the

magnitude of η increases rank-sparsity. Both the Half-Cauchy density function

HC(x|0, η) ∝
(

1 +
x2

η2

)−1

(4.11)

and the Log-Uniform density function

LU(x) ∝ x−1 (4.12)

place high probability in regions around zero. The parameter λ controls the prior variance of

the tensor factors in Φ, all of which have prior mean zero. Therefore the prior density encodes

a prior belief that the tensor rank is low, and it encourages structured rank shrinkage. We

provide the Bayesian graphical models for each low-rank tensor format in Fig. 4.3.

In Fig 4.4 we demonstrate how our prior induces rank-sparsity in a CP model. Fig 4.4a

plots the prior density on the rank parameter λj . Fig. 4.4b shows the corresponding marginal

prior on u
(n)
ij . The flat tail and sharp peak of the marginal prior induced by the Log-Uniform

rank hyper-prior leads to strong shrinkage of small values of u
(n)
ij towards 0 but permits medium

values to escape the “gravitational pull” around 0 [106]. In comparison, the marginal Horseshoe

prior induced by the Half-Cauchy hyper-prior exerts a weaker shrinkage effect at small values

of u
(n)
ij but a stronger shrinkage effect on larger values.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: (a) Comparison of the probability density functions of the Log-Uniform and Half-
Cauchy hyperprior on λj . Several values of the Half-Cauchy scale parameter η are given. (b)
Comparison of the probability density functions of the corresponding marginal prior on the

low-rank tensor factor entry u
(n)
ij .

4.2 Scalable Parameter Inference

Now we discuss how to estimate the resulting posterior density (4.1). We develop an ef-

ficient tensorized Bayesian inference approach by improving Stochastic Variational Inference

(SVI) [69]. We consider SVI [69] due to its superior computational and memory efficiency over

gradient-based MCMC [66] and Stein variational gradient descent [88]. However, directly ap-

plying SVI to our tensorized training can cause numerical failures. Therefore, we will develop a

customized SVI solver with analytical/numerical hybrid parameter update that is suitable for

our Bayesian tensorized neural networks.

4.2.1 Challenges in Training Bayesian Tensorized Neural Networks

Now we explain the challenges of directly applying SVI to train our Bayesian tensorized

neural network model. As an example, we focus our notation on the CP-format one-layer model

with parameters

θ = {Φ,Λ} = {{U(n)}dn=1,λ}. (4.13)
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The extension to other tensor formats and to multiple layers is trivial. For notational con-

venience we omit the description of the bias term b since it is assigned a Normal variational

posterior and follows the standard update rules specified in [70].

In variational inference, it is a common practice to simplify a posterior density in order to

reduce the computational cost. In our problem setting, we firstly use the mean-field approxi-

mation [107] to achieve a tractable optimization:

q
(
{U(n)},λ

)
= qU

(
{U(n)}

)
qλ (λ) . (4.14)

We further model the posterior of the tensor factors with a normal distribution

qU

(
{U(n)}

)
=

d∏
n=1

qU(n)

(
U(n)

)
, qU(n)

(
U(n)

)
=
∏
i,j

N
(
u
(n)
ij |u

(n)
ij ,Σ

(n)
ij

2
)
, (4.15)

where u
(n)
ij and Σ

(n)
ij are the (i, j)-th elements of the unknown posterior mean U(n) and posterior

standard deviation Σ(n) to be inferred, respectively.

Now we discuss the challenges in learning the variational posterior distribution. We modify

Eq. (2.17) to obtain our objective function:

L (q) = −Eq({U(n)},λ) log p(D|{U(n)}) + KL
(
q
(
{U(n)},λ

)
||p({U(n)},λ)

)
. (4.16)

Due to the nonlinear tensorized forward model, we need to employ gradient-based iterations

in SVI to update the tensor factor parameters. The expected log-likelihood in Equation (4.16)

must be approximated by sampling the variational distribution q. The first standard approach

is to select a variational distribution q
(
{U(n)},λ

)
for which the KL divergence in Equation

(4.16) can be obtained in a closed form. The second standard approach is to approximate the

KL divergence term by sampling from the variational posterior. In practice, two challenges

prevent us from applying these standard SVI approaches:

• Challenge 1: Closed-form objectives require multiple training runs: Variational
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distributions q that permit a closed-form approximation of the KL divergence require

additional hyperparameters. Existing distributions that enable a closed-form KL diver-

gence require a hierarchical Bayesian parameterization of the rank parameter λ [108,109],

requiring up to five additional hyperparameters for the new random variables [108]. Ad-

ditional hyperparameters would require additional tuning runs and remove the benefits

of one-shot tensorized training. Therefore, we avoid this option.

• Challenge 2: Sampling-based approximation increases gradient variance: Sampling-

based approximation of the KL divergence leads to gradient instability during rank

shrinkage. The gradient variance with respect to the low-rank tensor factor parame-

ters is proportional to the variance of 1/λ, and it may explode during rank-shrinkage as

λ approaches 0, so sampling λ is not feasible.

We provide more details about the second challenge. We consider the gradient of the

objective function in Eq. 4.16 w.r.t. the parameters u
(n)
ij and Σ

(n)
ij . First we observe that

KL

(
N
(
u
(n)
ij |u

(n)
ij ,Σ

(n)
ij

2
)
||N

(
u
(n)
ij |0, λj

))
∝

u
(n)
ij

2

+ Σ
(n)
ij

2

λj
. (4.17)

Let ϕ represent either parameter of

{
u
(n)
ij ,Σ

(n)
ij

}
. Then sampling λ yields a gradient variance

V
[
∇ϕKL

(
N
(
u
(n)
ij |u

(n)
ij ,Σ

(n)
ij

2)
||N

(
u
(n)
ij |0, λj

))]
∝ V

[
1

λj

]
. (4.18)

The goal of our low-rank prior is to shrink many λj ’s to 0 in the training process. If the

distribution of λj is non-degenerate, even small uncertainties in the value of λj will lead to

large variance in Equation (4.18) as the posterior probability of λj concentrates around 0 . As

a result, a rank shrinkage can cause high-variance gradients which in turn may increase the

magnitude of factor matrix parameters, as shown in Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: The gradient variance of a single low-rank tensor factor parameter. Sampling the
rank parameter λ leads to high-variance gradients, while our proposed delta approximation
of hyper parameters reduces the gradient variance significantly (see Section 4.2.2 and Sec-
tion 4.2.3).

4.2.2 Simplified Posterior for Rank-Controlling Hyper Parameters

To avoid gradient variance explosion, we propose a deterministic approximation to the hyper

parameter λ:

qλ(λ) = δλ(λ) (4.19)

where δ is a Delta function and λ is the posterior mean of λ. This delta approximation was

used for empirical partially Bayes estimation in [110]. This approximation admits closed-form

updates to the following sub-problem when the factor matrices are fixed:

arg min
λk

KL
(
q
(
{U(n)},λ

)
||p({U(n)},λ)

)
. (4.20)

We provide the closed-form analytical updates for λk under each choice of prior in CP

format and give the details in Appendix A. The results associated with other tensor formats

can be obtained similarly. For the Log-Uniform prior

λ
⋆

k ←
M

D + 1
. (4.21)

Here we have used the notations

D =
∑
n

In, M =
∑

1≤n≤d

∑
1≤i≤In

u
(n)
ik

2

+ Σ
(n)
ik

2
. (4.22)
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The number of entries controlled by λj is D, and M is their combined magnitude and variance.

In the case of the Half-Cauchy prior with scale parameter η, the update is

λ
⋆
k ←

M − η2D +
√
M2 + (2D + 8)η2M + η4D2

2D + 2
. (4.23)

For the Half-Cauchy hyperprior, decreasing the magnitude of the scale parameter η decreases

the magnitude of the update of λ
⋆
k, thereby increasing rank-sparsity.

4.2.3 Analytical/Numerical Hybrid Parameter Update in SVI

With the proposed Delta posterior approximation for λ, now we can train our tensorized

neural network training with an analytical/numerical hybrid parameter update rule in SVI.

Specifically, in every iteration of SVI, we use a gradient-based half step to update the tensor

factors in Φ and closed-form half step to the hyper parameters λ. We apply the reparametriza-

tion trick

u
(n)
ij = u

(n)
ij + zΣ

(n)
ij , z ∼ N (0, 1) (4.24)

to sample from the tensor factor distributions.

• Half Step 1: Gradient Update for tensor factors: We sample the low-rank tensor

factors Φ and update all parameters of the tensor factor variational distributions using

gradient descent on the loss L (q) of Eq. (4.16) with a learning rate α:

Φ← Φ + α∇ΦL (q) . (4.25)
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In the the CP model, the gradients for the posterior variance and mean of the factor

matrices are given by

∇
Σ

(n)
ij

L (q) = −z∇uij log p(D|{U(n)})− 1

Σ
(n)
ij

+
Σ
(n)
ij

λj

∇
u
(n)
ij

L (q) = −∇uij log p(D|{U(n)}) +
u
(n)
ij

λj

.

(4.26)

Note that z is the random variable sampled during the forward pass due to the reparam-

eterization in Eq. (4.24) and the gradients with respect the log-likelihood are computed

using standard automatic differentiation. We describe the gradients for the other three

tensor formats in Appendix B.

• Half Step 2: Incremental closed-form update for λ: We analytically update the

rank-controlling parameters λ based on the results in (4.21) and (4.23). We found empir-

ically that incremental updates, rather than direct assignment of the results from (4.21)

or (4.23), led to better performance. Therefore we adopt an incremental update strategy

with learning rate γ for the rank parameter updates:

λk ← γλ
⋆
k + (1− γ)λk. (4.27)

As shown in Figure 4.5, this proposed hybrid parameter update can greatly reduce the

gradient variance of tensor factors.

4.2.4 Algorithm Flow and Implementation Issues

The full description of our end-to-end tensorized training with rank determination is shown

in Alg. 1. We iteratively repeat the hybrid parameter updates for a predetermined number of

epochs m. In the following, we discuss some important implementation issues.
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Algorithm 1 SVI-Based Tensorized Training with Rank Determination

Input: Factor learning rate α, EM stepsize γ, rank cutoff ϵ, warmup epochs ew, total epochs
m, tuning epochs t
for Epoch e in [1, . . . ,m] do

Assign β according to Equation (4.28).
for each batch B ⊂ D do

Update the low-rank factor distribution variational parameters as in Half Step 1, Equa-
tion (4.25).
Update the rank-control hyper-parameters as in Half Step 2, Equation (4.27).

end for
end for
Prune tensor ranks as described in Equation (4.30).

Warmup Schedule A general challenge in Bayesian tensor computation is that poor ini-

tializations can lead to excessive rank shrinkage and trivial rank-zero solutions. In linear

tensor problems such as tensor completion the SVD is used to generate high-quality initial-

izations [58, 62]. For nonlinear tensorized neural networks we randomly initialize the factor

matrices so the predictive accuracy is low and the KL divergence to the prior may dominate

the local loss landscape around the initialization point. To avoid trivial rank-zero local optima

early in the training process, we incrementally re-weight the KL divergence from the variational

approximation to the prior during the training process. Let ew be the number of warmup train-

ing epochs and e be the current epoch. We re-weight the KL divergence from the variational

approximation to the prior by a factor β defined by

β = min

(
1,

e

ew

)
, (4.28)

and update the loss from Eq. (4.16) accordingly:

L (q) = − logEq({U(n)},λ)p(D|{U(n)}) + βKL
(
q
(
{U(n)},λ

)
||p({U(n)},λ)

)
. (4.29)

Gradually increasing the weight of the KL divergence to the prior avoids early local optima in

which all ranks shrink to zero. We have found empirically that ew = m/2 is a good choice for

the number of warmup steps.
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Table 4.1: Summary of different training methods.

Method memory cost of training # training runs model size for inference

Baseline high 1 huge

FR [50] low many small

TC-MR [47] high 1 small

TC-OR [47] high 1 small

ARD-LU (Proposed) low 1 small

ARD-HC (Proposed) low 1 small

Rank Pruning After we run our Bayesian solver we truncate the ranks with variance λk

below a pre-specified threshold ϵ. For example, for the CP format if λk < ϵ we assign

u
(n)
ik ← 0 and Σ

(n)
ik ← 0 for 1 ≤ n ≤ d, 1 ≤ i ≤ In. (4.30)

The associated k-th column of U(n) is removed, leading to a rank shrinkage and automatic

model parameter reduction.

4.3 Experiments

We demonstrate the applications of our rank-adaptive tensorized end-to-end training method

on several neural network models. Our method trains a Bayesian neural network, therefore we

report the predictive accuracy of the posterior mean. In order to compare the performance, we

implement the following methods in our experiments:

• Baseline: a standard training method, where model parameters are uncompressed.

• TC-MR [47, 48]: train and then compress with maximum ranks. We train a uncom-

pressed neural network with the “baseline” method, followed by a tensor decomposition

and fine-tuning. For the DLRM model we fine-tune for one epoch. In all other ex-

periments we fine-tune for 20 epochs. This approach requires that the user select the

compression rank. Here we use the maximum rank used in our Bayesian model. This
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approach has been studied for computer vision tasks using the CP decomposition in [47]

and the Tucker decomposition in [48,89]. We compare against the algorithms of [47,48],

but on different architectures.

• TC-OR: train and then compress with oracle rank (r in CP or r = [r1, r2, · · · , rd] for

other formats). This method follows the same procedures of TC-MR [47,48], except that

it uses the “oracle rank” discovered by our proposed rank determination method. In

practice this “TC-OR” method would require a combinatorial rank search over a high-

dimensional discrete space to discover the same rank as our method.

• FR: Fixed-rank tensorized training. We implement tensorized training [50, 51, 52, 103]

with a tensor rank fixed a priori. Determining the tensor ranks is challenging in this ap-

proach. In our experiments we reuse the well-tuned parameters from previous literature.

The CNN experiment and architecture in the supplemental material is taken from [51].

The NLP and DLRM experiment architectures are taken from [103].

• ARD-LU: the first version of our proposed tensorized training method with automatic

rank determination. We use the log-uniform prior in (4.12) for the rank-control hyper-

parameters. All tensor factors are initialized with a maximum rank (R for CP and

R = [R, · · · , Rd] for other formats), and the actual ranks (r for CP and r = [r1, · · · rd]

for other formats) are automatically determined by our training process. To compare our

method with FR, we set the maximum rank to the rank used in FR.

• ARD-HC: the second version of our proposed training method using the half-Cauchy

prior (4.11) for the rank-control hyper parameters.

As shown in Table 4.1 our proposed methods enjoy all of the listed advantages compared

with other methods. The proposed automatic tensor rank determination avoids the expensive

multiple training runs in FR, and it also results in the (almost) smallest models for inference. We

consider four low-rank tensor formats for each tensorized method. Therefore, our experiments
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(a) CP format (b) TT format (c) TTM format (d) Tucker format

Figure 4.6: The inferred ranks for a synthetic example. The true rank (dashed lines) is 5 and
maximum rank is set to 10. The inferred ranks of different modes are given by colored bars.

involve the implementation of 21 specific methods in total (20 tensorized implementations plus

one baseline method). For all experiments we list the full tensor dimension and rank settings

in the supplement. For all experiments we set the rank parameter learning rate γ = 0.9.

In our Bayesian training, every tensorized model parameter is equipped with two training

variables (i.e., posterior mean and variance). Therefore the number of training variables is 2×

that of the tensorized model parameter numbers. This parameter overhead in Bayesian training

brings in the capability of uncertainty quantification in output prediction, which is important for

safety-critical applications. Our Bayesian model also allows a point-wise maximum-a-posterior

(MAP) training. In MAP training, the only additional parameters required are the rank-control

parameters so the number of training variables is only slightly larger than the number of training

variables in fixed-rank tensorized training.

4.3.1 Synthetic Example for Rank Determination

First we test the ability of our proposed method to infer the tensor rank of model parameters

in a neural network. For each tensor format we construct a synthetic version of the MNIST

dataset using a one-layer tensorized neural network (equivalent to tensorized logistic regression).

The tensorized layer is fully connected and the fixed tensor rank is five for each tensor format:

5 for CP, [5, 5, 5] for Tucker and [1, 5, 5, 1] for TT/TTM. We use the rank-5 model to generate

synthetic labels for the MNIST images. Then we train a set of low-rank tensorized models

with a maximum rank of 10 on the synthetic dataset. For the CP, tensor-train, and Tucker
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(a) CP format (b) TT format (c) TTM format (d) Tucker format

Figure 4.7: Inferred ranks for one run of the MNIST experiment using a log-uniform prior. The
maximum rank is given by a dashed black line. The inferred ranks are given by colored bars.

Table 4.2: Tensorization settings for the MNIST example.

Model Layer 1 Dimensions Layer 2 Dimensions Max Rank

Baseline 784× 512 512× 10 NA
CP [28,28,16,32] [32,16,10] 50

Tucker [28,28,16,32] [32,16,10] 20
TT [28,28,16,32] [32,16,10] 20

TTM [4,7,4,7],[4,4,8,4] [32,16],[2,5] 20

formats we reshape the weight matrix W ∈ R784×10 into a tensor of shape size [28, 28, 10] (i.e.,

an order-3 tensor of size 28×28×10). For the tensor-train matrix format we use the dimensions

[4, 7, 4], [7, 2, 5].

We plot the mean inferred ranks for our log-uniform (LU) and half-cauchy (HC) priors in

Fig. 4.6. The actual CP rank is exactly recovered in our model. The inferred ranks of Tucker,

TT and TTM are close to but not equal to the exact values, because tensor ranks are not

unique, which is a fundamental difference between matrices and tensors.

4.3.2 MNIST

Next we test a neural network with two fully connected (FC) layers on the MNIST dataset

with images of size 28 × 28. The first FC layer is size 784 × 512 and has a ReLU activation

function. The second FC layer is size 512 × 10 with a softmax activation function. Exact

tensor dimensions are given in Table 4.2. In all cases our automatic rank determination can

achieve the highest compression ratio in training. Our proposed automatic rank determination

both improves accuracy and reduces parameter number in all tensor formats except the TT
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Figure 4.8: (a) A challenging MNIST image with true label “2”. (b) Mean and standard
deviation of the CP ARD-LU model softmax outputs. (c) Marginal predictive density of the
two most likely labels “2” (x-axis) and “7” (y-axis).

format which has slight accuracy loss but the highest compression ratio. We hypothesize that

the automatic rank reduction can reduce over-fitting on the simple MNIST task. The TTM

format is best-suited to fully connected layers, achieving the second-highest compression ratios

and the second-best accuracy. In Fig. 4.7 we plot the rank determination output of a single

training run using our log-uniform prior. We note that our algorithm discovers the actual ranks

that are nearly impossible to determine via hand-tuning or combinatorial search (for example

[1,20,3,2,1] in the TTM model from a maximum rank of [1,20,20,20,1], which may require up

to 16,000 searches).

With the obtained Bayesian solution, we can quantify the uncertainty of our model as a

by-product. Popular metrics for uncertainty measures include negative log-likelihood, expected

calibration error, which measures model over-/under-confidence, and out-of-distribution input

detection [111]. In Fig. 4.8, we show the classification uncertainty of an image that is hard to

recognize in practice. With the CP tensorized model trained from ARD-LU, we plot the mean

and variance of the predicted softmax outputs in Fig. 4.8 (b). This plot clearly shows that this

image looks like “2”, “3” or “7”, with the highest probability of being classified as “7”. Fig. 4.8

(c) further plots the marginal predictive density of the two most likely labels “2” and “7”.
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Table 4.3: Training results of the MNIST example.

Tensor Type Model Training Param. # Final Param. # Accuracy

Baseline 407,050 407,050 98.09

FR 8,622 (47.2×) 8,622 (47.2×) 97.52
TC-MR [47] 407,050 (1×) 8,622 (47.2×) 97.32

CP TC-OR [47] 407,050 (1×) 7,175 (56.7×) 97.36
ARD-LU (Proposed) 17,344 (23.5×) 7,175 (56.7×) 98.06
ARD-HC (Proposed) 17,344 (23.5×) 7,134 (57.1×) 97.98

FR [52] 171,762 (2.4×) 171,762 (2.4×) 97.93
TC-MR [48] 407,050 (1×) 171,762 (2.4×) 98.00

Tucker TC-OR [48] 407,050 (1×) 100,758 (4.0×) 97.91
ARD-LU (Proposed) 343,644 (1.18×) 100,758 (4.0×) 98.30
ARD-HC (Proposed) 343,644 (1.18×) 91,332 (4.5×) 98.30

FR [50] 26,562 (13.9×) 26,562 (15.3×) 97.78
TC-MR 407,050 (1×) 26,562 (15.3×) 97.43

TT TC-OR 407,050 (1×) 4,224 (96.4×) 96.91
ARD-LU (Proposed) 53,224 (7.65×) 4,224 (96.4×) 96.28
ARD-HC (Proposed) 53,224 (7.65×) 4,276 (95.2×) 97.04

FR [50] 29,242 (13.9×) 29,242 (13.9×) 98.06
TC-MR 407,050 (1×) 29,242 (13.9×) 97.47

TTM TC-OR 407,050 (1×) 6,144 (66.3×) 96.61
ARD-LU (Proposed) 58,564 (6.95×) 6,144 (66.3×) 98.24
ARD-HC (Proposed) 58,564 (6.95×) 5,200 (78.3×) 98.23

Note: the training parameters in ARD-LU and ARD-HC include posterior mean and variance,
so the training parameter number is 2× of that in FR. The results of FR rely on manual rank
tuning in contrast to our automatic rank determination procedure.

4.3.3 Embedding Table for Natural Language Processing (NLP)

We continue to validate our algorithm with a sentiment classification task from [103]. Like

many NLP models, the first layer is a large embedding table. Embedding tables are a promising

target for tensor compression because their required input dimension equals the number of

unique tokens in the input dataset (i.e. number of vocabulary words, number of users). Tensor

decomposition can enforce weight sharing and dramatically reduce the parameter count of these

models. Recent work in tensorized neural networks has applied the TTM format to compress

large embedding tables with a high ratio [103]. We replicate a sentiment classification model on

the IMDB dataset from their work. The neural network model consists of an embedding table
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Table 4.4: Training results on the NLP embedding table.

Tensor Type Model Training Final model Accuracy
Parameter # Parameter #

Baseline 6,400,000 6,400,000 88.34

FR 8,276 (774×) 8,276 (774×) 87.44
TC-MR 6,400,000 (1×) 8,276 (774×) 74.46

CP TC-OR 6,400,000 (1×) 6,138 (1024×) 73.21
ARD-LU (Proposed) 16,602 (385×) 6,138 (1024×) 87.61
ARD-HC (Proposed) 16,602 (385×) 6,476 (998×) 87.54

FR 78,540 (81×) 78,540 (81×) 87.80
TC-MR 6,400,000 (1×) 78,540 (81×) 75.12

Tucker TC-OR 6,400,000 (1×) 61,920 (103×) 71.97
ARD-LU (Proposed) 157,105 (40×) 61,920 (103×) 87.79
ARD-HC (Proposed) 157,105 (40×) 58,120 (110×) 88.01

FR [103] 28,260 (226×) 28,260 (226×) 85.6
TC-MR 6,400,000 (1×) 28,260 (226×) 82.34

TT TC-OR 6,400,000 (1×) 22,982 (278×) 71.81
ARD-LU (Proposed) 56,640 (113×) 22,982 (278×) 85.33
ARD-HC (Proposed) 56,640 (113×) 19,363 (331×) 85.82

FR [103] 22,312 (287×) 22,312 (287×) 88.59
TC-MR 6,400,000 (1×) 22,312 (287×) 83.79

TTM TC-OR 6,400,000 (1×) 15,932 (402×) 84.83
ARD-LU (Proposed) 44,724 (143×) 15,932 (402×) 88.93
ARD-HC (Proposed) 44,724 (143×) 14,275 (448×) 88.78

Note: the training parameters in ARD-LU and ARD-HC include posterior mean and
variance of each tensorized model parameter. The results of FR rely on manual rank
tuning in contrast to our automatic rank determination procedure.

with dimension 25, 000× 256, two bidirectional LSTM layers with hidden unit size 128, and a

fully-connected layer with 256 hidden units. Following the setting in [103] we do not tensorize

these layers. Dropout masks are applied to the output of each layer except the last. Exact

tensor dimensions are given in Table 4.5.

We test all methods on the sentiment classification problem. The tensor dimensions and

maximum ranks used to compress the embedding table are given in the supplementary material.

The outcomes of our experiments are reported in Table 4.4. Compared with all other tensor

approaches, our methods (ARD-LU and ARD-HC) have achieved the best compression ratio

for all tensor formats at little to no accuracy cost. The TTM format outperforms all other
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Table 4.5: Tensorization settings for the NLP embedding table.

Model Embedding Dimensions Max Rank

Baseline 25, 000× 256 NA
CP [5,8,25,25,4,8,8] 50

Tucker [25,25,40,16,16] 5
TT [5,8,25,25,4,8,8] 20

TTM [5,5,5,5,6,8],[2,2,2,2,4,4] 20

models (including the baseline uncompressed model) in terms of accuracy, though we note that

the CP model performs well despite its extremely low parameter number.

4.3.4 Deep Learning Recommendation System (DLRM)

We continue to use our proposed Bayesian tensorized method to train the benchmark Deep

Learning Recommendation Model (DLRM) [3]. In the DLRM model, embedding tables are used

to process categorical features, while continuous features are processed with a bottom multilayer

perceptron (MLP). Then, second-order interactions of different features are computed explicitly.

The results are processed with a top MLP and fed into a sigmoid function in order to give a

probability of a click. The whole model has over 4 billion training variables.

We tensorize the five largest embedding tables to reduce the training variables. Exact tensor

dimensions are given in Table 4.6. Our experiment results are reported in Table 4.7. Our pro-

posed automatic rank reduction enables parameter reduction at little to no accuracy cost over

fixed-rank tensorized training. Our approach outperforms the train-then-compress approach

which requires expensive full-model training. Compared with baseline full-size training, our

method achieves to up to 27, 664× (in TT format) parameter reduction during training with

little accuracy loss. Our one-shot training also greatly increases the compression ratio over

fixed-rank training at little to no accuracy cost, enabling up to 7× higher compression ratios

in the TTM model.

The train-then-compress approach can be expensive for this large-scale problem. Because
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Table 4.6: Tensorization settings for the DLRM embedding tables.

Embedding Layer Model Embedding Dimensions Max Rank

Baseline 10, 131, 227× 128 NA
CP [200,220,250,128] 350

1 Tucker [200,220,250,128] 20
TT [200,220,250,128] 24

TTM [200,220,250],[4,4,8] 16

Baseline 2, 202, 608× 128 NA
CP [125,130,136,128] 306

2 Tucker [125,130,136,128] 20
TT [125,130,136,128] 24

TTM [125,130,136],[4,4,8] 16

Baseline 8, 351, 593× 128 NA
CP [200,200,209,128] 333

3 Tucker [200,200,209,128] 22
TT [200,200,209,128] 24

TTM [200,220,250],[4,4,8] 16

Baseline 5, 461, 306× 128 NA
CP [166,175,188,128] 326

4 Tucker [166,175,188,128] 21
TT [166,175,188,128] 24

TTM [166,175,188],[4,4,8] 16

Baseline 7, 046, 547× 128 NA
CP [200,200,200] 335

5 Tucker [200,200,200,128] 22
TT [200,200,200,128] 24

TTM [200,200,200],[4,4,8] 16
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Table 4.7: Training results on the DLRM embedding tables.

Tensor Type Model Training Final model Accuracy
Parameter # Parameter #

Baseline 4,248,739,968 4,248,739,968 78.75

FR 1,141,597 (3,721×) 1,141,597 (3,721×) 78.60
TC-MR 4,248,739,968 (1×) 1,141,597 (3,721×) 75.41

CP TC-OR 4,248,739,968 (1×) 563,839 (7,535×) 74.92
ARD-LU (Proposed) 2,284,844 (1860×) 563,839 (7,535×) 78.61
ARD-HC (Proposed) 2,284,844 (1860×) 570,685 (7,444×) 78.57

FR 1,131,212 (3,755×) 1,131,212 (3,755×) 78.60
TC-MR 4,248,739,968 (1×) 1,131,212 (3,755×) 78.67

Tucker TC-OR 4,248,739,968 (1×) 436,579 (9,731×) 78.50
ARD-LU (Proposed) 2,262,852 (1,877×) 436,579 (9,731×) 78.64
ARD-HC (Proposed) 2,262,852 (1,877×) 402,023 (10,568×) 78.62

FR [103] 1,135,752 (3,740×) 1,135,752 (3,740×) 78.68
TC-MR 4,248,739,968 (1×) 1,135,752 (3,740×) 78.39

TT TC-OR 4,248,739,968 (1×) 153,582 (27,664× ) 78.45
ARD-LU (Proposed) 2,271,864 (1870×) 153,582 (27,664×) 78.67
ARD-HC (Proposed) 2,271,864 (1870×) 159,529 (26,633×) 78.63

FR [103] 1,130,048 (3759×) 1,130,048 (3759×) 78.73
TC-MR 4,248,739,968 (1×) 1,130,048 (3759×) 78.43

TTM TC-OR 4,248,739,968 (1×) 199,504 (21, 296×) 78.62
ARD-LU (Proposed) 2,260,256 (1879×) 199,504 (21,296×) 78.72
ARD-HC (Proposed) 2,260,256 (1879×) 163,976 (25,910×) 78.73

Note: the training parameters in ARD-LU and ARD-HC include posterior mean and variance of
every tensorized model parameters, so the number of training variables is 2× of that in fixed-rank
tensorized training (FR).The results of FR rely on manual rank tuning in contrast to our automatic
rank determination procedure.

the trained embedding tables are extremely large, compressing them in Tucker or CP format is

computationally expensive and time-consuming. This challenge can be avoided in our end-to-

end-training approaches because we do not need to explicitly form the embedding tables.

4.3.5 CIFAR-10 Convolutional Model

Finally, we provide experiments on a convolutional neural network taken from [51]. This

model consists of six convolutional layers followed by three fully connected layers. We fol-

low [51] and tensorize all layers except the first convolution and the last fully connected layer
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which together contain a small fraction of the total parameters. As before, we test all four

tensor formats with our rank determination approach. The results of our method, the baseline

model, and the train-and-then-compress approach are reported in Table 4.8. We use the same

tensorization settings as the prior work of [51].

We observe that our proposed method (ARD) leads to higher accuracy than the train-and-

then-compress approach. Our automatic rank determination achieves parameter reduction with

only slight accuracy reduction. The CP and TTM methods outperform Tucker and TT methods

for this task in terms of accuracy. Previous studies [48, 51] have shown that the compression

ratio on convolution layers are often much lower than on fully connected layers due to the

small size of convolution filters. Nevertheless, our tensorized training with automatic rank

determination always achieves the best compression performance.

4.3.6 Impact: On-Device Training and FPGA Acceleration

Our method can successfully train large end-to-end tensor compressed neural networks and

increase the compression ratio during training. End-to-end compressed training has a major

impact on edge device training by reducing off-chip memory reads which are an energy and

latency bottleneck [17]. In [18] a preliminary FPGA acceleration of our method demonstrates

123× gains in energy efficiency and 59× speedup on a simple two-layer neural network over

non-tensorized training on embedded device CPU. These latency and efficiency gains show how

our method enables practical on-device training of compact neural networks from scratch. We

envision that the performance improvement of on-device training will be more significant on

large-scale neural networks. This method may also be implemented with distributed training

or on multiple FPGAs to improve the energy efficiency of training huge models on HPC or data

centers.
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Table 4.8: Training results on the CNN model.

Tensor Type Model Training Parameter # Final Parameter # Accuracy

Baseline 13,942,602 13,942,602 90.36

FR 652,748 (21.4×) 652,748 (21.4×) 90.13
TC-MR [47] 13,942,602 (1×) 9652,748 (21.4×) 75.80

CP TC-OR [47] 13,942,602 (1×) 568,412 (24.5×) 71.29
ARD-LU (Proposed) 1,308,418 (10.6×) 568,412 (24.5×) 90.18
ARD-HC (Proposed) 1,308,418 (10.6×) 593,419 (23.5×) 90.08

FR [52] 653,438 (21.3×) 653,438 (21.3×) 85.15
TC-MR [48] 13,942,602 (1×) 653,438 (21.3×) 85.36

Tucker TC-OR [48] 13,942,602 (1×) 606,201 (23.0×) 84.86
ARD-LU (Proposed) 1,307,591 (10.7×) 606,201 (23.0×) 85.41
ARD-HC (Proposed) 1,307,591 (10.7×) 589,092 (23.7×) 85.86

FR [50] 649,328 (21.5×) 649,328 (21.5×) 87.31
TC-MR 13,942,602 (1×) 649,328 (21.5×) 86.02

TT TC-OR 13,942,602 (1×) 376,123 (37.1×) 85.42
ARD-LU (Proposed) 1,299,106 (10.7×) 376,123 (37.1×) 86.68
ARD-HC (Proposed) 1,299,106 (10.7×) 521,096 (26.8×) 85.92

FR [50] 641,898 (21.7×) 641,898 (21.7×) 90.04
TC-MR 13,942,602 (1×) 641,898 (21.7×) 81.88

TTM TC-OR 13,942,602 (1×) 598,693 (22.3×) 80.49
ARD-LU (Proposed) 1,284,586 (10.9×) 598,693 (22.3×) 90.09
ARD-HC (Proposed) 1,284,586 (10.9×) 579,217 (24.1×) 90.02

Note: the training parameters in ARD-LU and ARD-HC include posterior mean and variance of every
tensorized model parameters, so the number of training variables is 2× of that in fixed-rank tensorized
training (FR).

4.4 Conclusion and Future Work

This work has proposed a variational Bayesian method for one-shot end-to-end training

of tensorized neural networks. Our work has addressed the fundamental challenge of auto-

matic rank determination, which is important for training compact neural network models

on resource-constrained hardware platforms. The customized stochastic variational inference

method developed in this paper enables us to train tensorized neural networks with billions

of uncompressed model parameters. Our experiments have demonstrated that the proposed

end-to-end tensorized training can reduce the training variables by several orders of magnitude.

Our proposed method has outperformed all existing tensor compression methods on the tested
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benchmarks in terms of both compression ratios and predictive accuracy.

This work will enable ultra memory- and energy-efficient training of AI models on resource-

constraint computing platforms, as demonstrated by our preliminary on-FPGA tensorized train-

ing in [18]. We will further investigate the theoretical and algorithm/hardware co-design issues

in this direction, especially for training large-size neural networks on resource-constraint com-

puting platforms.
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4.5 Supplementary Material

This supplementary material provides more technical and experimental details to expand

on the methods and experiments presented in this chapter.

4.5.1 Rank Parameter Updates

Firstly we explain the analytical update rules of λk presented in Section 4.3 of the body

text. We derive the closed-form updates to a single rank parameter λk for the CP model. The

results associated with other tensor formats can be obtained similarly. Firstly, we re-arrange

the KL divergence to the prior to isolate all terms involving the rank parameter λk:
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Next, we consider a log-uniform rank prior p(λk) and take the derivative of the KL divergence

with respect to λk. This yields
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Finally, enforcing the gradient (4.32) to be zero yields a closed-form update:

λ
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M
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. (4.33)
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The number of entries controlled by λj is D, and M is their combined magnitude and variance.
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In the case of the Half-Cauchy prior with scale parameter η, the update is

λ
⋆
k ←

M − η2D +
√
M2 + (2D + 8)η2M + η4D2

2D + 2
. (4.35)

Decreasing the magnitude of the scale parameter η decreases the magnitude of the update of

λ
⋆
k, thereby increasing rank-sparsity.

4.5.2 Gradient Updates

In Section 4.4 of the body text, we have provided the gradient update rules for CP tensor

factors. Here we provide the gradient update for other three tensor formats in our tensorize

neural network training.

Tucker: In Tucker format the gradients take a similar form as in the CP format except the

rank parameter is dimension-specific.
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The core tensor G is updated according to
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(4.37)

Tensor Train: In TT-format the parameters are re-indexed to accommodate a third dimension
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in addition to the dimension-specific rank parameters referenced above.
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Tensor Train Matrix: Finally, for the TTM format we perform one additional re-indexing.
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Chapter 5

Online KSD Thinning for Compressed
Bayesian Learning

The work in this chapter was partially inspired by a challenge described in Figure 3.6. The

experiment in Figure 3.6 is a parameter sensitivity study addressing the number of particles

required for the SVGD inference algorithm (2.15). This chapter addresses the more general

challenge of particle selection (and parameter complexity reduction) for Bayesian inference.

A fundamental challenge in Bayesian inference is how to represent a posterior distribu-

tion efficiently. Many non-parametric approaches do so by sampling a large number of points

using variants of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), which are often afflicted by particle

starvation, that is, retaining a large number of particles with small weights. We propose an

approach based upon embedding posterior distributions in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space,

in which distributional goodness of fit can be efficiently computed via the kernelized Stein

Discrepancy (KSD). We propose a MCMC variant that retains only those posterior samples

which exceed a KSD threshold, which we call KSD Thinning. We establish the convergence

and complexity tradeoffs for several settings of KSD Thinning as a function of the KSD thresh-

old parameter, sample size, and other problem parameters. Finally, we provide experimen-

tal comparisons against other nonparametric Bayesian methods that generate low-complexity

posterior representations, and observe superior consistency/complexity tradeoffs, which is es-

pecially salient in the context of training Bayesian deep learners. Our code is available at

github.com/colehawkins/KSD-Thinning.
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5.1 Introduction

Uncertainty quantification is a key component of automated decision-making. Uncertainty

estimates permit risk evaluation and deferral to experts in applications such as medical imaging

and autonomous driving. Nonparametric Bayesian inference methods such as Markov Chain

Monte Carlo (MCMC) are the gold standard in uncertainty estimation problems, but sample

complexity is a major bottleneck in their practical application. MCMC methods use the sample

path of an ergodic Markov chain whose invariant distribution is the unknown target to produce

a series of samples. These samples are then used to construct an estimate of the unknown

target. One major limitation of MCMC is that the samples generated by a transition kernel

are correlated, which can lead to redundancy in the constructed estimate. In uncertainty

quantification each retained sample corresponds to one expensive forward simulation [112,113,

114] and in machine learning each retained sample requires the storage and inference costs

of a expensive model such as a neural network [24, 66]. Therefore balancing representation

quality and representational complexity is an important tradeoff. In standard MCMC, to ensure

statistical consistency, the representational complexity approaches infinity. Classically, to deal

with the redundancy issue, one may employ post-hoc “thinning,” which discards all but a subset

of MCMC samples. This task is sometimes called “quantizing” a posterior distribution [115],

especially when the work studies Bayesian cubature [116]. Existing approaches generate a large

set of samples (usually via MCMC) and then “thin” the sample set. Doing so may require

storing a large number of samples before the final post-processing stage [115,116] and does not

allow the sampler to target a compressed representation during the MCMC iterations.

Traditional thinning is done without any goodness-of-fit metric on the samples, which may

ignore gradient and distributional information generated by modern MCMC methods such

as Langevin Dynamics or Hamiltonian Monte Carlo [117, 118]. Another disadvantage of this

approach is that the sampling mechanism cannot dynamically adapt in accordance with which

samples may be discarded, which can cause bias in the model to accumulate with time.

To more adeptly discern which samples to retain during thinning, one may compute metrics
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between the empirical measure and the unknown target P. However, in a Bayesian inference

context, many popular integral probability metrics (IPM) are not computable. To address this

issue, Stein’s method restricts selection of IPM to ones that employ the score function of the

target [119], which, when combined with reproducing kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) distribu-

tional embeddings [120,121], define statistics to track the discrepancy between distributions in

a computationally feasible manner. This is the case with the maximum mean discrepancy [122]

or the kernelized Stein discrepancy (KSD) [92]. The RKHS embedding imposes smoothness

of the empirical measure estimates (by replacing the dirac Delta in (5.1) with a distance-like

kernel function).

Various thinning procedures have been developed based upon RKHS embedding: Stein

Thinning [115, 116] takes a full chain S of MCMC samples as input, and iteratively builds a

subset D by greedily maximizing the KSD at each step. Similarly, Stein Point MCMC [91]

selects the optimal sample from a batch of m samples during MCMC sampling: at each step

it adds the best of m points to a D. Doing so mitigates both the aforementioned redundancy

and representational complexity issues; however [91] only append new points to the existing

empirical measure estimates, which may still retain too many redundant points.

By contrast, with both constructive and destructive modifications to the dictionary, one may

only retain those points which are statistically significant enough to be required for convergence.

The goal of this work is to develop such a method by specifying a budget parameter that

determines both the transient dictionary complexity and asymptotic bias of the inference by

allowing both constructive and destructive point selection during sampling, rather than after

the fact. Most similar to this work is [91][Appendix A.6.5], which develops a non-adaptive

add/drop criterion, and whose dictionary size grows linearly with the time step. By contrast,

this work develops a scheme such that the number of points grows sub-linearly with the sample

size.

In other areas of Bayesian inference, post hoc thinning has also been shown to be effective

for identifying which samples among a batch are important. When an explicit likelihood model
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Method Online Informative Discard Past Samples Model Order Growth

MCMC Thinning ✓ ✗ ✗ n

Stein Thinning [115] ✗ ✓ ✓ NA

SPMCMC [91] ✓ ✓ ✗ n

Ours ✓ ✓ ✓ o
(√

n log(n)
)

Table 5.1: Methods for Generating Compressed Non-Parametric Representations

is available, methods based upon conditional gradient updates have been proposed [123, 124]

to find coresets, i.e., a statistically significant subset among a collection of samples. Similarly,

in Gaussian Processes [125] and kernel regression [126], one may reduce the complexity of a

nonparametric (possibly unnormalized) distributional representation through offline point se-

lection rules such as Nyström sampling [127], greedy forward selection [128, 129], or inducing

inputs [130]. In Gaussian processes and kernel regression, fixing the error incurred by mem-

ory reduction rather the complexity of the distributional representation, and allowing both

constructive/destructive operations in the dictionary selection, yields improved distributional

estimates, especially when processing samples online rather than post hoc [131,132].

We propose a method that generates a compressed representation by flexible and online

thinning of a stream of MCMC samples. In contrast to existing online approaches that require

linear growth in the size of the active set we require only o
(√

n log(n)
)

growth to ensure

convergence through a novel memory-reduction routine we call Kernelized Stein Discrepancy

Thinning (KSDT). We compare our approach and several others in Table 5.1. Our method,

described at a high level in Figure 5.1, enables sample-efficient Bayesian learning by directly

targeting compressed representations during the sampling process. We make the following

specific contributions:

C1. We introduce the first online thinning algorithm that can provide informative removal

of past MCMC samples during the sampling process. Our algorithm permits a flexible

tradeoff between model order growth, thinning budget, and posterior consistency.

C2. We prove in Theorem 5.3.1 that our thinning method can be applied to existing SOTA
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Figure 5.1: Key idea of the the Online KSD Thinning Algorithm. Current dictionary Dt−1 in
green. New sample xt added in yellow to form D̃t, rendering red samples redundant. The red
samples are pruned.

MCMC algorithms with no change in asymptotic convergence rate when the thinning

budget asymptotically decays to 0. In Corollary 5.3.1 we provide the KSD neighborhood

of convergence when the thinning budget is fixed.

C3. We test our method on two MCMC problems from the biological sciences and two

Bayesian Neural Network problems and demonstrate our thinning algorithm can reduce

the number of retained samples but retain or improve baseline sampler performance.

5.2 Online KSD Thinning

5.2.1 Problem Formulation

Given a sequence of points S = {xi}Ni=1 drawn from an unknown probability measure P

with xi ∈ X ⊂ Rd, our goal is to infer an approximate empirical measure qD = P̂. Here qD is

a particle representation with a sparse dictionary D ⊊ S, i.e., |D| ≪ N , where N ≤ ∞ is the

potentially infinite sample size. Specifically, the approximate density associated with D takes
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the form

qD(·) =
1

|D|
∑
xi∈D

δxi(·), (5.1)

where δxi denotes the Dirac delta which is 1 if its argument is equal to xi, and null otherwise.

Our specific focus is on the case that the measure P admits a density p which can only be

evaluated up to an unknown normalization constant. That is, p = p̃/Z with p̃ as the unnor-

malized density and Z > 0 as the normalization constant. We assume that the unnormalized

density p̃ and its score function ∇ log p̃ may be evaluated in a computationally affordable man-

ner. This set of assumptions is standard in many Bayesian inference problems that arise in

machine learning and uncertainty quantification [91,112,113,117].

Our goal is construct D from the stream of samples S by determining which points to

retain and discard. This empirical distribution may be used to approximate integrals of the

form
∫
X f(x)p(x)dx by 1

|D|
∑

i f(xi) which arise in computational statistics and uncertainty

quantification [24,112,113].

5.2.2 Kernelized Stein Discrepancy

As previously mentioned, our focus is on ensuring a constructed empirical measure qD ap-

proximates a target density p associated with samples generated from unknown probability

distribution P. In general, without knowledge of the parametric structure of the target distri-

bution, evaluation of metrics between an estimate and target p is intractable. Thus, we focus

on the case where the score function of p is available, as with Stein’s method [119], and the

estimate belongs to a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) [120,121].

The powerful combination of Stein’s method and RKHS permits one to evaluate discrepan-

cies between empirical measures in closed form in terms of the kernel associated with an RKHS,

as identified in [92]. In particular, denote as k be a base kernel, i.e. radial basis function (RBF)

or inverse multi-quadratic (IMQ) which are specified in (5.13) and (5.14). For a fixed target
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Algorithm 2 Online Stein Thinning (OST)

Require: Target density p, initial dictionary D0, point sequence S = {xi}∞i=1, budget sequence
{ϵt}∞t=1, minimum sample size function f .
for t in [1, 2, 3, . . . ] do

Receive new sample xt from S
Add sample xt to dictionary: D̃t = Dt−1 ∪ {xt}
Prune dictionary via Algorithm 3: Dt = KSDT (p, D̃t, ϵt, f(t))

end for

density function p, define the positive definite kernel

k0(θ, θ
′) =∇θ log p(θ)T∇θ′ log p(θ′)k(θ, θ′) +∇θ′ log p(θ′)T∇θk(θ, θ′)

+∇θ log p(θ)T∇θ′k(θ, θ′) +
d∑

i=1

∂2k(θ, θ′)

∂θi∂θ′i
,

(5.2)

where d is the dimension of each particle θ, θ′ ∈ X and the score function ∇θ log p(θ) can be

estimated without knowledge of the normalizing constants Z. Stein’s method in this context

specifies a constructed RKHS K0 with Stein kernel k0 ((5.2)) in turn constructed from the base

kernel k. Then the kernelized Stein discrepancy (KSD) of an empirical measure qD with respect

to a target density p is the RKHS norm in K0 given by

KSD(qD) =

√√√√ 1

n2

∑
xi,xj∈D

k0(xi,xj). (5.3)

For simplicity our notation suppresses the dependence on the target density p and the RKHS

K.

5.2.3 Online Thinning - Outer Loop

We propose an online thinning algorithm that can generate compressed representations of a

distribution P with access only to a stream of samples S, the unnormalized density p̃, and the

score function ∇ log p̃. Our sampler performs informative thinning in a flexible online fashion

by discarding points that do not make a sufficient contribution to minimizing the KSD objective

KSD(qDt) where Dt is the pruned dictionary produced by step t of our algorithm.
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Figure 5.2: A geometric view of our online KSD thinning approach presented in Algorithm 2.
We fix an ϵ neighborhood with respect to KSD illuminated in blue, and greedily remove points
until we hit the boundary of this neighborhood. By tuning the compression-induced error to
the information contained in the update direction, i.e., the yellow arrow representing Equation
5.4, we obtain the red arrow, which is the update output by Algorithm 3

.

Outer Loop: At each time step t we take previous dictionary Dt−1 and add a new sample

xt from our MCMC chain, which results in the expanded auxiliary dictionary:

D̃t = Dt−1 ∪ {xt} , (5.4)

which we compress via a destructive inner loop. This outer loop pseudo-code is given in Algo-

rithm 2. If the sample stream S is generated by an MCMC method and we skip the destructive

thinning inner loop then Dt = D̃t and the update rule exactly matches standard MCMC.

At each step the thinning budget schedule ϵt controls the compression/fidelity tradeoff of the

pruned approximation. The minimum dictionary size function f(t) must satisfy the relationship

f(t) = o
(√

t log(t)
)

to preserve the consistency our algorithm. However, if one may tolerate

a non-vanishing asymptotic bias, then f(t) may be set as a small constant ϵt = ϵ. In practice,

one may set f(t) =
√
t and fix ϵt = ϵ for some small value of ϵ. We discuss practical selection of

ϵ and the resultant dictionary D in the following section. Our approach differs from the related

work of [91] in that we prune the entire dictionary at each step. In contrast, the algorithm

presented by [91] receives a batch of samples and selects the best sample from that batch. By
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thinning the entire dictionary we can remove previously sampled points that are inessential for

ensuring the representation is consistent. A major advantage of this approach is that our online

thinning algorithm can automatically determine the number of points required based on the

complexity of the target measure P. We demonstrate this in Section 5.4.5.

5.2.4 Online Thinning - Inner Loop

Algorithm 3 Kernelized Stein Discrepancy Thinning (KSDT)

Require: Target distribution p, empirical measure dictionary D, budget ϵ, minimum sample
number S
Compute reference KSD: M = KSD(qD)
while KSD(qD)2 < M2 + ϵ and |D| > S do

Compute least influential point xj as in (5.6)
if KSD(qD\{xj})

2 < M2 + ϵ then
Remove least influential point by assigning D = D \ {xj}

else
break loop

end if
end while
return updated dictionary D satisfying KSD(qD)2 < M2 + ϵ

The inner loop performs destructive thinning on the dictionary D̃t based on a maximum

KSD thinning budget ϵt and a minimum dictionary size f(t).

Given an intermediate dictionary D̃t our goal is to return a compressed representation

Dt ⊂ D̃t that satisfies

KSD(qDt)
2 < KSD(qD̃t

)2 + ϵ. (5.5)

The compressed dictionary Dt must be ϵ-close in squared KSD to the uncompressed inter-

mediate dictionary Dt. In this section we determine how to build the compressed dictionary

Dt.

Related work by [115,116] present constructive greedy approaches to subset selection during

post-hoc thinning. The challenge with this approach is time complexity, as the inner loop

requires |D̃t| point selections in the worst case (no points are pruned). We expect that few

points will be pruned and so we follow a destructive approach that requires only |Dt| − |D̃t|
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point selections per step. In practice, only 0-2 points are pruned at each step and so |Dt|−|D̃t| ∈

{0, 1, 2} while |Dt| ranges from 10-1000.

Our destructive approach iteratively removes points by selecting the “least influential” point

in Dt

xj = argminx∈DKSD(qDt\{x}) (5.6)

If removing the least influential point would violate the KSD criterion in (5.5) we do not prune

the point and we break the thinning loop. If removing the least influential point does not violate

the KSD criterion we update Dt ← Dt \ {xj} and repeat the thinning procedure. Pseudocode

for the full inner loop is given in Algorithm 3 and a visual depiction is given in Figure 5.1.

Thinning a single point in this manner every k steps was suggested by [91] in Appendix

A.6.5 of their work. The main difference between their work and ours is flexibility: they do not

use a KSD-aware thinning criterion (our budget parameter ϵt) and so “good” points may be

unnecessarily removed or too few “bad” points will be removed. Their work does not present

convergence guarantees for this thinning strategy.

Computational Complexity: The evaluation of (5.6) does not require knowledge of

the full symmetric kernel matrix K whose entries are Ki,j = k0(zi, zj) for points zi ∈ Dt−1.

Assuming we maintain two vectors of size |Dt| (row sums and per-sample KSD contributions)

we require O (|Dt−1|) operations to evaluate (5.6). Evaluating the initial KSD to compute the

thinning threshold M requires summing the previous row sums with O (|Dt−1|) operations.

Computing a new row requires |Dt−1| evaluations of k0. Updating previous row sums and KSD

per-sample contributions requires |Dt−1| additions. Thinning requires searching a vector of

size |Dt−1 + 1| for the maximum KSD contribution. A brute force search requires O (|Dt−1|)

operations. While thinning may occur more than once, we can amortize the cost of thinning

across all time steps (since each sample can only be pruned once) to arrive at a worst case per-

step complexity of O (t). In general, the thinning costs are orders of magnitude less expensive

than the MCMC sampler costs.
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Method Per-step bound Per-step dictionary size Thinning

SPMCMC [91] log(n)/n n ✗

Ours n log(n)/f(n)2 f(n) = o
(√

n log(n)
)

Table 5.2: Quantitive Comparison with SPMCMC. Our proposed approach offers a complex-
ity/consistency tradeoff based on the model order growth f and enables online thinning. When
f(n) ∝ n our approach achieves the same convergence rate as SPMCMC but enables thinning
past samples.

5.2.5 Sample Stream Filtering Requirement

In addition to our practical goal of informative online thinning, we aim to provide an

algorithm that exhibits provable convergence in KSD. Since we will prune samples, potentially

incurring a KSD increase ϵt at each step, we require that our sample stream S already converges

in KSD. Therefore we use the Stein Point Markov Chain Monte Carlo (SPMCMC) approach of

[91] to generate a sample stream S that provably and rapidly converges in KSD. The SPMCMC

approach has been applied to improve MCMC estimation of parameters for IGARCH modeling

of financial time series and inverse problems in uncertainty quantification [91].

SPMCMC Update Rule: Let Dt−1 be the current dictionary and yt,0 be the current

point. To construct Dt we initialize an MCMC chain at yt,0, generate m MCMC samples

Yt = {yt,l}ml=1, and append the KSD-optimal point in Yt to Dt−1:

xt = arg min
y∈Yt

KSD(Dt−1 ∪ {y}).

Dt = Dt−1 ∪ {xt}.
(5.7)

In practice we have found that our method is suitable for many standard samplers, not only

SPMCMC samplers. We demonstrate this experimentally in Section 5.4.
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5.3 Convergence Results

In this section we provide the convergence guarantees for our proposed KSD-Thinning

method (Algorithm 2) under several settings. We consider two sample generation mechanisms:

i.i.d. sampling and MCMC sampling, and two settings for the sequence of budget parameters

{ϵt}: decaying budget (ϵt → 0) and fixed budget (ϵt = ϵ). The decaying budget setting is most

applicable when one desires exact posterior consistency in infinite time, whereas fixed budgets

are useful when a specified limiting error tolerance is sufficient. In both the decaying budget

and fixed budget settings, we prove that:

• Our KSD-Thinning algorithm maintains the same asymptotic KSD convergence rate of

the baseline sampler, but gains the ability to prune past samples.

• Our algorithm permits a complexity/consistency trade-off that enables drastic reduction

in the number of particles in exchange for the cost of a slower asymptotic convergence

rate.

The convergence guarantees and complexity/consistency trade-offs of the two thinning budget

settings are provided in Theorem 5.3.1 and Corollary 5.3.1, respectively. The most relevant

comparisons to our work is [91] which achieves an O(log(n)/n) rate of KSD convergence. Our

main result in Theorem 5.3.1 differs from the results of [91] in two respects. If we maintain the

same asymptotic convergence rate, we can also prune previous samples. Second, our analysis

enables the user to trade off between sublinear o
(√

n log(n)
)

growth of |Dt| instead of the

linear growth in |Dt| required by [91] at the cost of a slower asymptotic convergence rate. The

main technical novelty of our proof is the decomposition of our per-step bound into two terms:

the sampling error term from [91] and a thinning error term introduced by Algorithm 3. We

defer all proofs to Section 5.7.
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5.3.1 Preliminaries

Before we present our main result we introduce two new definitions to impose standard

requirements from [91] on the Metropolis-Adjusted Langevin Algorithm (MALA) sampler and

the distribution p. Informally, we require that that target density does not possess a heavy tail

(distantly dissipative) and that accepted proposals tend to have low norm (inwardly convergent).

These conditions are satisfied for the MALA sampler targeting many standard smooth densities

(e.g. Gaussian Mixtures).

Definition 5.3.1 A density p with lipschitz score function ∇ log p̃ is distantly dissipative

[133] if

lim inf
r→0

inf
x,y

{
⟨∇ log p̃(x)−∇ log p̃(y),x− y⟩/∥x− y∥22 | ∥x− y∥2 = r

}
> 0. (5.8)

Any density that is strongly log-concave outside of a compact set is distantly dissipative, and

a common example is a Gaussian mixture [134].

Definition 5.3.2 Let q(x,y) denote the MALA transition kernel, and α(x,y) denote the prob-

abilty of accepting proposal y given current state x. Let A(x) = {y ∈ X |α(x,y) = 1}. Finally

set I(x) = {y|∥y∥2 ≤ ∥x∥2} A chain generated by the Metropolis-Adjusted Langevin algorithm

is inwardly convergent if

lim
∥x∥2→∞

∫
(A(x)∪I(x))\(A(x)∩I(x))

q(x,y)dy = 0. (5.9)

In the context of a Gaussian distribution, inward convergence states that when the norm of

the current state is large accepted MCMC proposals tend towards the mean. This condition is

satisfied in practice by balancing the MALA step size with the norm of the score function. For

a thorough discussion see [135].
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5.3.2 Results

To achieve convergence we require that the model order |Di| is lower bounded by a monotone

increasing function f(i) = o
(√

i log(i)
)

. This lower bound on model order growth controls the

convergence rate and influences the sequence of maximum possible thinning budgets {ϵi}∞i=1.

Theorem 5.3.1 (Decaying Thinning Budget) Assume that the kernel k0 satisfies

Ey∼P

[
eγk0(y,y)

]
= b <∞, dictionary sizes are lower bounded as |Di| ≥ Cf(i) where

f(i) = o
(√

i log(i)
)
and that the compression budget {ϵi} is ϵi = log(i)/f(i)2. In either of the

following two cases

• Case 1: Candidate samples {yi,l}mi
l are drawn i.i.d from the target density p.

• Case 2: Candidate samples {yi,l}mi
l are generated by MALA and MALA is inwardly

convergent for the distantly dissipative target density p.

the iterate Dn = KSDT (Dn−1 ∪ {xn}, ϵn) of Algorithm 2 satisfies

E
[
KSD(qDn)2

]
≤ C

n log(n)

f(n)2
. (5.10)

This result illustrates how both the thinning budget ϵ and the convergence rate depend on

f , the model order growth. A faster convergence rate requires larger f , and therefore both

faster model order growth and a smaller thinning budget. Our result introduces a trade off

between consistency (quality of representation) and complexity (number of particles retained).

If we require that the dictionary size grows linearly with f(i) ∝ i then we recover the same

O(log(n)/n) asymptotic convergence rate of Theorem 1 of [91] but gain the ability to prune

past samples in the dictionary. If we choose f that grows at a slower rate then the sequence ϵi

can decay at a slower rate and we can employ more aggressive thinning and achieve a lower-

complexity representation at the cost of slower convergence. In practice we found that ϵ = 0

is a simple choice of thinning budget with good empirical performance. When ϵ = 0 thinning
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does not increase the KSD. Therefore the required decrease in thinning budget ϵ as f grows is

not a concern.

An important practical case is when we desire a fixed error representation of the density

p. In this case we wish to set a fixed KSD convergence radius and then determine a constant

thinning budget and the required number of steps of Algorithm 2 to achieve a representation

of p with KSD error ∆.

Corollary 5.3.1 (Constant Thinning Budget) Fix the desired KSD convergence radius ∆,

assume the same conditions as Theorem 5.3.1, and further assume that f(i) ∝
√
i1+α log(i).

With constant thinning budget ϵ = O
(

∆1+ 1
α

)
, after n = O

(
1

∆
1
α

)
steps the iterate Dn produced

by Algorithm 2 satisfies

E
[
KSD (qDn)2

]
≤ C∆ (5.11)

for some generic constant C. Equivalently, if we fix a constant thinning budget ϵ, after n =

O
(
ϵ−

2
α+1

)
steps the KSD satisfies

E
[
KSD (qDn)2

]
≤ Cϵ

2

1+ 1
α (5.12)

To our knowledge, this is the first result that specifies the number of steps required to reach

a fixed-error KSD-neighborhood of the target density. As in Theorem 5.3.1 our result demon-

strates a trade-off between the model order growth and convergence rate. In Theorem 5.3.1

we did not impose a parametric form on f . Here fix the specific parametric form f(i) ∝√
i1+α log(i) for clarity of exposition.

Both Theorem 5.3.1 and Corollary 5.3.1 hold in the more general case of a V -uniformly

ergodic MCMC sampler, not just MALA, and we give this result in Theorem 5.7.2 of Section

5.7.
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5.4 Experiments

In this section we present the results achieved by applying our thinning mechanism from

Algorithm 3 to several samplers, with and without the SPMCMC update rule (see (5.7)). For

all experiments we test both the Inverse MultiQuadratic (IMQ) kernel

k(x,y) =
(
1 + ∥x− y∥22

)−0.5
(5.13)

and the Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel

k(x,y) = exp
(
−∥x− y∥22/2h

)
(5.14)

as the base kernels for the KSD as defined in (5.3). The IMQ kernel ensures that the KSD

controls convergence in measure [133] unlike the Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel, so we

defer experimental results with the RBF kernel in Section 5.7. We follow [136] and when using

the RBF kernel we set h = dim(x) as the dimension of the input vectors.

In all experiments, the goal is to examine both the fidelity of the representation to P and

the consistency/complexity tradeoff. The KSD is not sufficient for this goal because it does not

consider the number of samples retained. If two dictionaries with sizes 10 and 1000 achieve a

similar KSD, our metric should select the dictionary of size 10 to reduce computational costs

and storage requirements. To address this problem we define a new metric.

From our results (Theorem 5.3.1) and previous works [91] we expect the best-case KSD decay

rate of 1/
√
n where n is the number of samples. To characterize the tradeoff incurred by more

complex representations we report both the KSD and the Normalized KSD KSD(qD)∗
√
|D|

which penalizes more complex representations that achieve the same KSD. If a sampler achieves

the best-case KSD convergence rate of 1/
√
n we expect the normalized KSD to remain constant.

Therefore the Normalized KSD avoids favoring larger dictionaries that are generated by longer

(unpruned) sampling runs.

In all experiments we consider three variants of each baseline sampler:
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• Baseline: This indicates the baseline sampler with no thinning.

• KSDT-LINEAR: Our proposed method with linear dictionary growth f(i) = i/2.

• KSDT-SQRT: Our proposed method with sub-linear dictionary growth f(i) =
√
i log(i).

For simplicity we use the constant thinning budget ϵ = 0 in all experiments but note that

tuning the dictionary growth rate parameter and thinning budget may improve results. The

only hyper-parameter optimization we performed was to tune the baseline samplers for the

Bayesian neural network problems.

5.4.1 Goodwin Oscillator

The Goodwin Oscillator [137] is a well-studied test problem for Bayesian inference of ODE

parameters [91, 115, 138]. The task is to infer a 4-dimensional parameter that governs the

oscillatory feedback mechanisms in a genetic regulatory process, specified by a system of coupled

ODEs. A full description can be found in Appendix S5.2 of [115]. We use Random Walk

Metropolis (RWM) and Metropolis-Adjusted Langevin Algorithm (MALA) sample chains of

length 2 × 106 taken from a public data repository1 which contains the sample chains used

by [115]. We provide the necessary scripts to download and load this data with our code. Since

the chains are pre-specified and all KSD-aware sample selection methods are deterministic,

we do not present error bars for this experiment. In Figure 5.3 we report the results when

applying KSD thinning to both the RWM chain and the RWM chain with the SPMCMC

update rule applied. We follow the SPMCMC authors’ candidate set size of m = 10 (see (5.7))

for this problem [91]. Our thinning methods outperform the baseline samplers on both KSD

and Normalized KSD metrics. Our method with linear budget (KSDT-LINEAR) outperforms

the square-root budget (KSDT-SQRT) on KSD but not normalized KSD due to the slower

dictionary growth rate (smaller number of retained samples) of KSDT-SQRT. Results for the

MALA and SPMCMC-MALA methods, as well as results for all samplers with the RBF base

1https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/MDKNWM
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Figure 5.3: Goodwin oscillator problem. Comparison of un-pruned sample chains from the
RWM and SPMCMC-RWM samplers with our thinning methods KSDT-SQRT and KSDT-
LINEAR. Lower KSD and lower Normalized KSD indicate more accurate representations of the
target distribution. Both axes are log-scale. Our KSDT-SQRT/LINEAR methods outperform
the baseline methods on both KSD and Normalized KSD.

kernel, are reported in Section 5.5.1 where we detail the effects of online thinning for each

individual sampler. In all cases the conclusions are similar to those we draw from Figure 5.3.

5.4.2 Calcium Signalling Model

We consider a calcium signaling model detailed in Appendix S5.4 of [115]. The observed

state variables are calcium concentrations and cell membrane potentials, and the task is to

infer a 38-dimensional parameter governing the signalling model. Uncertainty in the calcium

signalling cascade parameter is used to propagate uncertainty to tissue-level simulations. The

dataset consists of 4 × 106 samples of the RWM sampler applied to a tempered posterior

distribution. The samples are obtained from the same public repository as the Goodwin model

samples1. We set the SPMCMC parameter m = 100 for this problem since many samples are

duplicated due to MCMC rejection. This results in approximately 10 unique samples per step.
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Figure 5.4: Calcium signalling model problem. Comparison of un-pruned sample chains from
the tempered RWM and SPMCMC-RWM samplers with our thinning methods KSDT-SQRT
and KSDT-LINEAR. Lower KSD and lower Normalized KSD indicate more accurate repre-
sentations of the target distribution. Both axes are log-scale. Our methods outperform the
baseline methods on Normalized KSD, and our method KSDT-LINEAR outperforms the base-
line sampler on both KSD and normalized KSD.

We report KSD and Normalized KSD results in Figure 5.4. We observe that KSDT-LINEAR

outperforms the baseline sampler on both KSD and normalized KSD in all settings except for

the tail end of the SPMCMC-RWM chain. Both KSDT-Linear and KSDT-SQRT outperform

the baseline sampler after normalization based on sample complexity is taken into account with

the Normalized KSD metric. We repeat this experiment with the RBF base kernel in Figure

5.14 and draw similar conclusions.

5.4.3 Bayesian Neural Network Subspace Inference

Model complexity is a major challenge in sampling-based Bayesian deep learning. Each

prediction on unseen test data requires one forward propagation per-sample. Therefore stor-

age and inference costs growly linearly with the number of samples retained. In this section
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we demonstrate how our method expands the consistency vs. complexity Pareto frontier for

Bayesian deep learning.

MCMC mixing is slow in high dimensions, so a popular technique is to find a low-dimensional

subspace and perform Bayesian sampling in that subspace [112, 139]. This idea was applied

to Bayesian Neural Network (BNN) training by [140] where the authors construct a two-

dimensional “curve subspace” for MCMC sampling. Full details are given in Section 5.5.3.

In all experiments our goal is to measure the fidelity of each method’s approximation to the

predictive distribution corresponding to the true posterior. We generate the ground truth pre-

dictive distribution by running 20,000 samples of SGLD [117]. We follow [68] and measure the

top-1 agreement and total variation with respect to the ground truth predictive distribution.

Top-1 agreement is measured

1

n

n∑
i=1

max

(
1−

∣∣∣∣∣arg max
j

p1(yi = j|xi)− arg max
j

p2(yi = j|xi)

∣∣∣∣∣ , 0
)

(5.15)

where p1, p2 are two predictive distributions and {xi,yi}ni=1 are the test data. Higher is better.

Total variation is measured by

1

n

n∑
i=1

1

2

c∑
j=1

|p1(yi = j|xi)− p2(yi = j|xi)| (5.16)

where c is the number of classes. Lower is better. Higher agreement and lower total varia-

tion indicate higher-fidelity approximations to the ground truth predictive distribution. All

results in this section are the mean over 5 chains. We provide additional results on accuracy

and calibration in Section 5.5.3, as well as results using the RBF base kernel. No batch nor-

malization or data augmentation is used as they do not admit Bayesian interpretations [141].

In all experiments the hyper-parameters were optimized only for the ground truth MCMC

chain. We set the SPMCMC parameter to m = 5 and all methods perform 2000 SGLD steps.

We measure the agreement, total variation, and the number of dictionary samples at steps

{100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000} for each task.
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Figure 5.5: Agreement (left) and Total Variation (right) with the ground truth CIFAR-10 poste-
rior predictive distribution. Higher Agreement and lower Total Variation indicate more accurate
representations of the posterior predictive distribution. Color indicates thinning method (or
no thinning baseline). The x-axis is log-scale. Our KSDT-SQRT/LINEAR methods Pareto-
dominate the baseline sampler on the Agreement metric and improve the low-sample Pareto
frontier for the Total Variation metric.

CIFAR-10 Classification The task is 10-class image classification, and we use a ResNet-

20 with Filter Response Normalization from [68] as our base model. Our results in Figure

5.5 demonstrate that our online thinning method outperforms both the baseline sampler and

SPMCMC-based samplers on the agreement metric. Improvement is mixed on the total vari-

ation metric, where our methods outperform existing methods in the low-sample regime, but

have similar performance to existing methods once the model complexity is high.

IMDB Sentiment Prediction The task is two-class sentiment prediction and we use a CNN-

LSTM from [68] as our base model. Our results in Figure 5.6 demonstrate that all of our online

thinning methods, in particular KSDT-SQRT, improve the Pareto frontier of the corresponding

baseline sampler on both metrics. This conclusion holds across all sample regimes.
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Figure 5.6: Agreement (left) and Total Variation (right) with respect to the ground truth
IMDB posterior predictive distribution. Higher Agreement and lower Total Variation indicate
more accurate representations of the posterior predictive distribution. Color indicates thinning
method (or no thinning baseline). The x-axis is log-scale. Our KSDT-SQRT/LINEAR methods
Pareto-dominate the baseline sampler on both the Agreement and Total Variation metrics.
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Figure 5.7: Sensitivity to dictionary growth rate parameter α on a bi-modal gaussian mixture
problem. Lower KSD and lower Normalized KSD indicate more accurate representations of the
target distribution. These results indicate that tuning the dictionary growth rate has potential
to further improve our method.

5.4.4 Parameter Sensitivity

We study the sensitivity of our thinning algorithm to the dictionary growth rate f(i) ∈

o
(√

i log(i)
)

. We target an equally weighted bimodal Gaussian mixture distribution with

means {(0, 0), (1, 1)} and covariance 0.5∗I2 for each mode. To decouple the sampler performance

from our thinning algorithm we match the i.i.d. sampling setting of Theorem 5.3.1. We draw

samples directly from the true distribution and apply the SPMCMC update rule with m = 5.

In Figure 5.7 we vary the exponent α with budget f(t) =
√
tα log t/2. When α = 2.0 we use

linear growth rate f(t) = t/2. We observe that the proposed KSDT algorithm automatically

adapts to the target distribution complexity. When the distribution is more complex, KSDT

retains for particles. Similar results for the RBF kernel are presented in Figure 5.21.

5.4.5 Automatic Adaptation to Target Complexity

We have studied our KSD-Thinning algorithm with mandatory dictionary growth in order

to ensure asymptotic consistency via Theorem 5.3.1. In this section we observe an interesting

property of our algorithm: If we do not enforce model order growth, our thinning algorithm
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Figure 5.8: Thinning without required dictionary size growth (f(i) = 10). As the number of
modes of the Gaussian Mixture increases, our algorithm automatically adapts by increasing the
number of samples. After 100,000 evaluations our algorithm retains 40 samples for the 10-mode
mixture and only 24 for the 4-mode mixture.

can automatically adapt to the target distribution complexity. We set f(t) = 10 (the dictionary

size cannot decrease below 10) and consider the same setting as Section 5.4.4 but increase the

number of modes, with mode i centered at (i, i). In Figure 5.8 we observe that as the number

of modes increases, so does the number of retained samples. We replicate this experiment with

the RBF kernel in Figure 5.22.

5.5 Additional BNN and RBF Kernel Experiments

In the previous section we focused on results using the IMQ base kernel for the KSD. In

this section we report results for the RBF kernel and additional metrics for the Bayesian Neural

Network (BNN) problems on both the IMQ and RBF kernels. We keep the same experimental

settings as before.
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Figure 5.9: Goodwin problem, IMQ base kernel. Comparison of un-pruned sample chains
from the MALA and SPMCMC-MALA samplers with our thinning methods KSDT-SQRT and
KSDT-LINEAR. Lower KSD and lower Normalized KSD indicate more accurate representations
of the target distribution. Both axes are log-scale. Our methods outperform the baseline
methods on both KSD and Normalized KSD.

5.5.1 Goodwin Oscillator

We report the results on a per-sampler basis when applying KSD thinning to both the RWM

chain and the MALA chains with and without the SPMCMC update rule using either the RBF

or IMQ kernels in Figures 5.9,5.11,5.10, and 5.12. In all cases the conclusions are similar to

those we draw from Figure 5.3 in the main body. Removing samples using our KSDT-LINEAR

and KSDT-SQRT methods improves both KSD and normalized KSD.

5.5.2 Calcium Signalling Model

We report the results on a per-sampler basis when applying KSD thinning to the tempered

RWM sampler with and without the SPMCMC update rule using either the RBF or IMQ

kernels in Figures 5.13,5.14. In all cases the conclusions are similar to those we draw from

Figure 5.4 in the main body. After accounting for model complexity (number of retained
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Figure 5.10: Goodwin problem, IMQ base kernel. Comparison of un-pruned sample chains from
the RWM and SPMCMC-RWM samplers with our thinning methods KSDT-SQRT and KSDT-
LINEAR. Lower KSD and lower Normalized KSD indicate more accurate representations of the
target distribution. Both axes are log-scale. Our methods outperform the baseline methods on
both KSD and Normalized KSD.
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Figure 5.11: Goodwin problem, RBF base kernel. Comparison of un-pruned sample chains
from the MALA and SPMCMC-MALA samplers with our thinning methods KSDT-SQRT and
KSDT-LINEAR. Lower KSD and lower Normalized KSD indicate more accurate representations
of the target distribution. Both axes are log-scale. Our methods outperform the baseline
methods on both KSD and Normalized KSD.
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Figure 5.12: Goodwin problem, RBF base kernel. Comparison of un-pruned sample chains from
the RWM and SPMCMC-RWM samplers with our thinning methods KSDT-SQRT and KSDT-
LINEAR. Lower KSD and lower Normalized KSD indicate more accurate representations of the
target distribution. Both axes are log-scale. Our methods outperform the baseline methods on
both KSD and Normalized KSD.
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Figure 5.13: Cardiac problem, IMQ base kernel. Comparison of un-pruned sample chains
from the tempered RWM and SPMCMC-RWM samplers with our thinning methods KSDT-
SQRT and KSDT-LINEAR. Lower KSD and lower Normalized KSD indicate more accurate
representations of the target distribution. Both axes are log-scale. Our methods are competitive
on KSD and outperform the baseline methods on Normalized KSD.

samples) with the Normalized KSD metric our methods outperform the baseline samplers. Our

KSDT-LINEAR and KSDT-SQRT methods outperforms the baseline sampler more often than

not on the (un-normalized) KSD metric as well.

5.5.3 Bayesian Neural Network Subspace Sampling

Curve Subspace In order to construct the curve subspace we follow the procedure of [140].

First we pretrain two neural networks with Stochastic Weight Averaging [142]. Next, given the

weights w1,w2 of two pretrained networks we initialize the curve midpoint w1/2 = (w1 + w2)

and define the piece-wise linear curve

wt =


w1 + t

0.5

(
w1/2 −w1

)
if 0 ≤ t ≤ 0.5

w1/2 + t−0.5
0.5

(
w2 −w1/2

)
if 0.5 < t ≤ 1.0

(5.17)
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Figure 5.14: Cardiac problem, RBF base kernel. Comparison of un-pruned sample chains
from the tempered RWM and SPMCMC-RWM samplers with our thinning methods KSDT-
SQRT and KSDT-LINEAR. Lower KSD and lower Normalized KSD indicate more accurate
representations of the target distribution. Both axes are log-scale. Our methods are competitive
on KSD and outperform the baseline methods on Normalized KSD.
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where t ∈ (0, 1). To train the curve network, for each batch we sample t ∈ (0, 1) and back-

propagate gradients only to w1/2. Finally, we define ŵ = (w0 +w1)/2 as the “base point” and

v1 = w0 − ŵ and v2 = w1/2 − ŵ as the subspace vectors. We perform sampling in the 2D

subspace centered at ŵ and spanned by the vectors v1,v2.

CIFAR-10 Classification We present results for both total variation and ECE when using

the RBF kernel for all KSD-based methods in Figure 5.15 demonstrate that our online thinning

method outperforms both the baseline sampler and SPMCMC-based samplers on the agreement

metric. We draw the same conclusion as the main body: improvement is mixed on the total

variation metric, where our methods outperform existing methods in the low-sample regime,

but have similar performance to existing methods once the model complexity is high. In Figures

5.16 and 5.17 we report results for accuracy and expected calibration error (ECE) using the

RBF and IMQ kernels respectively. We observe that our thinning methods usually Pareto

dominate the baseline methods on accuracy, and offer new points on the ECE Pareto frontier.

We note that the goal of all methods is to match the predictive posterior distribution, not

necessarily to achieve low accuracy. If the ground-truth predictive posterior has low accuracy

and high ECE, then methods that perform best on the task of matching the posterior may have

lower accuracy and higher ECE.

IMDB Sentiment Prediction We report results on both total variation and ECE when

using the RBF kernel for all KSD-based methods in Figure 5.18. These results imply the

same conclusion as the main body text IMQ kernel experiments: our online thinning method

outperforms both the baseline sampler and SPMCMC-based samplers on the agreement metric.

In Figures 5.19 and 5.20 we report results for accuracy and expected calibration error (ECE)

using the RBF and IMQ kernels respectively. We observe that our thinning methods Pareto

dominate the baseline methods on accuracy, and offer new points on the ECE Pareto frontier.
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Figure 5.15: Agreement (left) and total variation (right) with the ground truth CIFAR-10
posterior predictive distribution. Higher Agreement and lower Total Variation indicate more
accurate representation of the posterior predictive distribution. Color indicates thinning method
(or baseline without thinning). The x-axis is log-scale. RBF base kernel. Our methods Pareto-
dominate the baseline samplers on the Agreement metric and improve the Total Variation
Pareto frontier in the low-sample regime.
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Figure 5.16: Accuracy (left) and Expected Calibration Error (right) on CIFAR-10 using the
RBF base kernel. Higher Accuracy and lower ECE are better. Color indicates thinning method
(or baseline without thinning). The x-axis is log-scale. Our methods Pareto-dominate the
baseline samplers on accuracy and expand the low-sample Pareto frontier for ECE.
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Figure 5.17: Accuracy (left) and Expected Calibration Error (right) on CIFAR-10 using the
IMQ base kernel. Higher Accuracy and lower ECE are better. Color indicates thinning method
(or baseline without thinning). The x-axis is log-scale. Our methods Pareto-dominate the
baseline samplers on accuracy and expand the low-sample Pareto frontier for ECE.
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Figure 5.18: Agreement (left) and total variation (right) with the ground truth IMDB posterior
predictive distribution. Higher Agreement and lower Total Variation indicate more accurate
representation of the posterior predictive distribution. Color indicates thinning method (or
baseline without thinning). The x-axis is log-scale. RBF base kernel. Our methods Pareto-
dominate the baseline samplers on both the Agreement and Total Variation metrics.
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Figure 5.19: Accuracy (left) and Expected Calibration Error (right) on IMDB using the RBF
base kernel. Higher Accuracy and lower ECE are better. Color indicates thinning method (or
baseline without thinning). The x-axis is log-scale. Our methods Pareto-dominate the baseline
samplers on accuracy and expand the low-sample Pareto frontier for ECE.
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Figure 5.20: Accuracy (left) and Expected Calibration Error (right) on IMDB using the IMQ
base kernel. Higher Accuracy and lower ECE are better. Color indicates thinning method (or
baseline without thinning). The x-axis is log-scale. Our methods Pareto-dominate the baseline
samplers on accuracy and expand the low-sample Pareto frontier for ECE.
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Figure 5.21: Sensitivity to dictionary growth rate parameter α on a bi-modal gaussian mixture
problem using an RBF kernel. Lower KSD and lower Normalized KSD indicate more accurate
representations of the target distribution. These results indicate that tuning the dictionary
growth rate has potential to further improve our method.

5.5.4 Parameter Sensitivity

In Figures 5.21 and 5.22 we repeat the same experiments as Section 5.4.4 with the RBF

kernel instead of the IMQ kernel. In Figure 5.7 we vary the exponent α with budget f(t) =

√
tα log t/2. When α = 2.0 we use linear growth rate f(t) = t/2. We observe the results

are sensitive to parameter tuning on this toy problem, and that similar to the IMQ kernel

experiment the best setting for both KSD and normalized KSD is α = 1.8.

5.5.5 Automatic Adaptation to Target Complexity

In Figure 5.22 we observe that as the number of modes increases, so does the number of

retained samples. This conclusion mirrors the IMQ kernel setting from Section 5.4.5.

5.6 Conclusion

In this paper we presented an online thinning method that produces a compressed repre-

sentation of a target distribution by thinning “bad” samples during the sampling process. Our

work enables MCMC algorithms to directly target complexity-aware representations, and can
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Figure 5.22: Base RBF kernel. As the number of modes of the Gaussian Mixture increases, our
algorithm automatically adapts by increasing the number of samples.

be applied to any MCMC sampling scheme when gradients are available. We demonstrated the

broad applicability of our method by comparing it to many baseline samplers in several problem

settings, and found that it often improves both model fit and reduces model complexity.

Limitations One limitation of our work is that it relies on the KSD, and therefore inherits

its limitations. Previous work has shown that in high-dimensions, a careful choice of kernel or

lower-dimensional subspace is required for best results [101,143,144,145].

Future directions In this work we introduced our algorithm, but did not explore the tradeoffs

of tuning the the thinning budget ϵ in addition to the dictionary growth rate. We focused on

settings that are supported by our theoretical results, and believe that tuning the thinning

budget and adjusting the dictionary size, independent of theoretical limitations can lead to

improved empirical results. Finally, the automatic determination of Bayesian non-parametric

model complexity demonstrated in Section 5.4.5 is an interesting direction of future study.
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Symbol Definition

k0 Stein kernel as defined in (5.2)

K0 RKHS induced by Stein kernel

KSD KSD as defined in (5.3)

Yi search space for best next point to add

xn new point added to dictionary Dt−1 before projection step

Sn “size” of search space Yi
hn Optimal RKHS update given search space Yi
δ suboptimality incurred during search for KSD-optimal point

rn arbitrary positive constant

mn size of new point candidate set

{yn,i} candidate set of MCMC samples

γ, b constants used to bound exponentiated kernel

Table 5.3: Symbols used for convergence proofs

5.7 Supplementary Material: Proofs of Convergence Results

We provide guarantees of convergence when the sample chain S is generated by SPCMCMC-

style samplers. Our convergence results are provided in expectation, where the expectation E is

taken with respect to the distribution underlying the sample generating process for S. Specifi-

cally, the sample stream S is a sequence of random variables from a time-invariant distribution.

Each realization of S is either a single MCMC sample chain, or the concatenation of several

MCMC sample chains according to the SPMCMC update rule given in (5.7).

The two different sampling mechanisms that we consider are (1) i.i.d. sampling from the

target distribution and (2) V-uniformly ergodic MCMC sampling. While we do not expect

to directly draw samples from the true distribution, the i.i.d. sampling analysis is similar to

the MCMC analysis and provides a simpler starting point. The decaying budget result from

Theorem 5.3.1 is proven in two parts. Theorem 5.7.1 gives the desired result for i.i.d. sampling

and Corollary 5.7.2 gives the desired result for the MALA sampler. A more general result for

V-uniformly ergodic MCMC samplers is given in Theorem 5.7.2. The constant-budget result is

given for i.i.d. sampling in Corollary 5.7.1 and for the MALA sampler in Corollary 5.7.3.

The following technical lemma imposes constraints on the sample stream S. We will par-
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tition S into a sequence of batches Yi and select the KSD-optimal element from each batch.

The lemma below is stated for generic constants Si, ri and search sets Yi to accommodate two

cases (1) S is a stream of i.i.d samples from the target distribution (2) S is a stream of MCMC

samples.

Lemma 5.7.1 (General Recursion Lemma, modified from Theorem 5 in [91]) Let X

be the domain of p. Fix n ∈ N. Assume that for all j ≤ n the sequence of points {xi}ji=1, where

xi the greedy KSD-optimal point selected from the search space Yi ⊂ X , satisfies

k0(xj ,xj)

2
+

∑
xi∈Dj−1

k0(xi,xj) ≤
δ

2
+

S2
j

2
+ inf

x∈Yj

∑
xi∈Dj−1

k0(xi,x). (5.18)

Then for any constants δ > 0, {Si ≥ 0}ni=1, {ri > 0}ni=1 the pruned dictionary Dn = KSDT (Dn−1∪

{xn}, ϵn) satisfies

KSD(qDn)2 ≤
n−1∑
i=1

(
δ + S2

i + ri∥hi∥2K0

(|Di−1|+ 1)2
+ ϵi

)n−1∏
j=i

|Dj |
|Dj |+ 1

2n−1∏
j=i

(
1 +

1

rj+1

) (5.19)

where hi is any element of the Stein RKHS corresponding to points in the convex hull of Yi.

The main distinctions between Lemma 5.7.1 and Theorem 5 of [91] is that we consider additional

thinning through Algorithm 3. This thinning operation introduces the budget parameter ϵi

(potential KSD increase) and the dictionary size |Dj | since the dictionary size is not a linear

monotonically increasing function of the time step as in [91]

Proof The condition in (5.18) assumes that the point sequence {xj} has bounded subopti-

mality δ with respect to KSD minimization at each step. Then the conclusion in (5.19) gives

an upper bound on the squared KSD at step n. The general constants {Si}, {ri} will be in-

stantiated based on the choice of search spaces {Yi} and the choice of point generation method

(MCMC, deterministic optimization, etc.).

First we will present a bound on the 1-step unpruned iterate. Next we account for KSD
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loss due to thinning to achieve a 1-step bound for our algorithm. Finally we recursively apply

this bound to achieve the recurrence relation in (5.19).

First we provide a 1-step bound for the unpruned iterate D̃n by adapting the proof style of

Theorem 5 in Appendix A.1 of [91] to suit our notation.

|D̃n|2KSD(qD̃n
)2 =

∑
xi∈D̃n

∑
xj∈D̃n

k0(xi,xj)

= |Dn−1|2KSD(qDn−1)2 + k0(xn,xn) + 2
∑

xi∈Dn−1

k0(xi,xn)

≤ |Dn−1|2KSD(qDn−1)2 + δ + S2
n + 2 inf

x∈Yj

∑
xi∈Dn−1

k0(xi,x) (5.20)

The equality follows from the definition of the KSD in (5.3). The second equality follows from

the definition of the KSD again as we separate the elements in the final row and final column

of the kernel matrix to get the second two terms. The last inequality is the direct application

of the premise of Lemma 5.7.1, which ensures bounded suboptimality of the point xn, to the

last two terms on the right-hand side of the middle equality in (5.20). Multiply the premise by

2 for direct application.

We apply the following result from Equation (11) of [91]:

2 inf
x∈Yj

∑
xi∈Dn−1

k0(xi,x) ≤ rn∥hn∥2K0
+

KSD(qDn−1)

rn

to the last term on the right-hand side of (5.20) to get

|D̃n|2KSD(qD̃n
)2 ≤ |Dn−1|2

(
1 +

1

rn

)
KSD(qDn−1)2 + δ + S2

n + rn∥hn∥2K0
. (5.21)

To recover the un-pruned KSD we divide both sides by both sides by |D̃n|2 = (|Dn−1|+ 1)2 to
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get

KSD(qD̃n
)2 ≤ |Dn−1|2

(|Dn−1|+ 1)2

(
1 +

1

rn

)
KSD(qDn−1)2 +

δ + S2
n + rn∥hn∥2K0

(|Dn−1|+ 1)2
(5.22)

We replace the un-pruned KSD KSD(qD̃n
)2 with the pruned KSD KSD(qDn)2 and apply the

stopping criterion of Algorithm 3 to establish the recurrence relationship

KSD(qDn)2 ≤ |Dn−1|2

(|Dn−1|+ 1)2

(
1 +

1

rn

)
KSD(qDn−1)2 +

δ + S2
n + rn∥hn∥2K0

(|Dn−1|+ 1)2
+ ϵn. (5.23)

This recurrence may be unrolled backwards in time to write

KSD(qDn)2 ≤
n∑

i=1

(
δ + S2

i + ri∥hi∥2K0

(|Di−1|+ 1)2
+ ϵi

)n−1∏
j=i

|Dj |
|Dj |+ 1

2n−1∏
j=i

(
1 +

1

rj+1

) (5.24)

which upper bounds the error incurred by each step of the non-parametric approximation to

the target density p, as stated in Lemma 5.7.1. ■

Next we present Lemma 5.7.2 which is a consequence of Lemma 5.7.1 when the KSD-optimal

point selection is no longer generic, but instead the specific outcome of the SPMCMC update

rule from (5.7) applied to the candidate discrete search space. For the following lemma, we

assume that we are given a set of candidate samples from the target density p. We partition

those samples into candidate sets Yi = {yi,l}mi
l=1 of size mi. Then the sample stream S = {xi}∞i=1

is generated by the SPMCMC update from (5.7). The following lemma is a modified form of

Theorem 6 from [91].

Lemma 5.7.2 (Pruned Recursion with SPMCMC Update Rule) Assume the same setup

as Lemma 5.7.1. Using the SPMCMC update rule from (5.7) the iterate Dn = KSDT (Dn−1∪

{xn}, ϵn) satisfies

KSD(qDn)2 ≤
n∑

i=1

(
S2
i + ri∥hi∥2K0

(|Di−1|+ 1)2
+ ϵi

)n−1∏
j=i

|Dj |
|Dj |+ 1

2n−1∏
j=i

(
1 +

1

rj+1

) (5.25)
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Proof In this proof we will apply Lemma 5.7.1 to this specific case by instantiating a specific

constant δ related to the search procedure and bounding the search space Yi with respect to

Si.

First we truncate and redefine the search set Yn by restricting our attention to regions

with kernel values bounded by S2
n: Yn = {x ∈ Yn | k0(x,x) ≤ S2

n}. Then we note that the

update rule in Equation 5.7 satisfies the premise ((5.18)) in Lemma 5.7.1 with δ = 0 because

the infimum is a search over a finite set of points, and therefore the KSD suboptimality δ of

the search procedure is δ = 0.

k0(xn,xn)

2
+

∑
xi∈Dn−1

k0(xi,xn) = inf
xn∈Yn

k0(xn,xn)

2
+

∑
xi∈Dn−1

k0(xi,xn)

≤ S2
n

2
+ inf

x∈Yn

∑
xi∈Dn−1

k0(xi,x) (5.26)

The first equality follows from the optimality condition of the update rule (select the best point).

The second line follows from the truncation criterion of Yn. Finally we can apply Lemma 5.7.1

with δ = 0 to achieve the desired conclusion in (5.25). This concludes the proof of Lemma

5.7.2. ■

Lemma 5.7.1 is a stepping stone to Lemma 5.7.2. We use Lemma 5.7.2 to establish conver-

gence of Algorithm 2 in the i.i.d. sampling setting of Theorem 5.7.1 by bounding the summation

in (5.25) and therefore ensuring KSD convergence.

To achieve convergence we will require that the model order |Di| is lower bounded by a

monotone increasing function f(i) ∈ o
(√

i log(i)
)

. The lower bound on model order growth

controls the convergence rate and influences maximum possible thinning budget {ϵi}. This lower

bound contrasts with the standard linear |Di| = i growth rate for MCMC or i.i.d. sampling

and the linear f(i) ∈ O(i) growth rate of [91].

Theorem 5.7.1 (i.i.d Sampling and Decaying Thinning Budget) Assume the same con-

ditions as Lemma 5.7.2. Further assume that the kernel k0 satisfies Ey∼P

[
eγk0(y,y)

]
= b <∞,

dictionary sizes are lower bounded as |Di| ≥ Cf(i) where f(i) = o
(√

i log(i)
)
and that the com-
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pression budget {ϵi} is ϵi = log(i)/f(i)2. Finally assume that the candidate samples {yi,l}mi
l

are drawn i.i.d from the target density p. Then the iterate Dn = KSDT (Dn−1 ∪ {xn}, ϵn) of

Algorithm 2 satisfies

E
[
KSD(qDn)2

]
≤ C

n log(n)

f(n)2
. (5.27)

Proof To complete our proof of convergence first we will split the recurrence from Lemma

5.7.1 into two terms, one corresponding to the sampling error and one corresponding to the

thinning error. Then we will bound each individually by selecting specific values of {ri}, {Si}

and {mi} and applying a bound for ∥hi∥K0 .

First we apply standard log-sum-exp bound as in [91] the part related to the sampling error

to write
n−1∏
j=i

(
1 +

1

rj+1

)
≤ exp

 n∑
j=1

1

rj

 . (5.28)

We substitute (5.28) into the conclusion of Lemma 5.7.2 to get

E
[
KSD(qDn)2

]
≤ E

exp

 n∑
j=1

1

rj

 n∑
i=1

(
S2
i + ri∥hi∥2K0

(|Di−1|+ 1)2
+ ϵi

)n−1∏
j=i

|Dj |
|Dj |+ 1

2 (5.29)

For now we ignore the leading exponential and decompose the summation into two terms related

to the sampling and compression-based error, respectively, as:

n∑
i=1

(
S2
i + ri∥hi∥2K0

(|Di−1|+ 1)2
+ ϵi

)n−1∏
j=i

|Dj |
|Dj |+ 1

2

=

n∑
i=1

(
S2
i + ri∥hi∥2K0

(|Di−1|+ 1)2

)n−1∏
j=i

|Dj |
|Dj |+ 1

2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
T1

+

n∑
i=1

ϵi

n−1∏
j=i

|Dj |
|Dj |+ 1

2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2

(5.30)

The term T1 is the bias incurred at each step of the unpruned point selection scheme. The term

T2 is the bias incurred by the thinning operation carried out at each step.
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Bound on T1 The term T1 is the bias incurred by the point sampling scheme.

E

[
n∑

i=1

(
S2
i + ri∥hi∥2K0

(|Di−1|+ 1)2

)n−1∏
j=i

|Dj |
|Dj |+ 1

2 ]

= E

 n∑
i=1

(
S2
i + ri∥hi∥2K0

(|Dn−1|+ 1)2

)n−1∏
j=i

|Dj |
|Dj−1|+ 1

2
≤ E

[
n∑

i=1

S2
i + ri∥hi∥2K0

(|Dn−1|+ 1)2

]

C
n∑

i=1

S2
i + riE

[
∥hi∥2K0

]
f(n)2

(5.31)

The first equality is a re-arrangement of the denominators that pulls in the term 1
(|Di−1|+1)2

.

The second inequality is a consequence of the fact that |Dj | ≤ |Dj−1|+1 so each product of the

dictionary order ratios is at most 1. The final term is based on the assumption of dictionary

model order growth, i.e., |Dn| ≥ f(n). From Appendix A, Equation (17) of [91] we can apply

truncated kernel mean embeddings and the fact that the points are drawn i.i.d. from the true

distribution P to bound E
[
∥hi∥2K0

]
by

E
[
∥hi∥2K0

]
≤ 4b

γ
e−

γ
2
S2
i +

4

mj
S2
i (5.32)

which relies on the assumption that k0 satisfies Ey∼P

[
eγk0(y,y)

]
= b <∞. Therefore

E

[
n∑

i=1

(
S2
i + ri∥hi∥2K0

(|Di−1|+ 1)2

)n−1∏
j=i

|Dj |
|Dj |+ 1

2 ]

≤ C
1

f(n)2

n∑
i=1

(
(1 +

ri
mi

)S2
i + rie

− γ
2
S2
i

)
(5.33)

The inequality is an application of (5.32) to the final conclusion of (5.31) followed by an

absorption of the constants into C. Note that C ∝ exp
∑n

i=1
1
ri

. We follow [91] and select

and choose Si =
√

2
γ log(n ∧mi) and ri = n. The selection ri = n is necessary to ignore the

leading exponential exp
(∑n

j=1
1
rj

)
and render that term constant. The choices of ri and Si are
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artefacts of the analysis, but do not affect the practical algorithm. Set mi = n to get

E

[
n∑

i=1

(
S2
i + ri∥hi∥2K0

(|Di−1|+ 1)2

)n−1∏
j=i

|Dj |
|Dj |+ 1

2 ]

≤ C
1

f(n)2

n∑
i=1

(log(n) + 1)

≤ C
n log(n)

f(n)2
. (5.34)

The first inequality is the conclusion of the previous equation with Si and ri evaluated and all

constants absorbed. The second inequality holds because the summand does not depend on

the index so we can multiply by n. This completes the bound on T1 subject to the dictionary

growth constraint.

Bound on T2 The term T2 is the bias incurred by the thinning operation. We will tune the

budget schedule {ϵi} so that T2 tends to 0 at the same rate as T1. The goal is to keep epsilon as

large as possible in order to retain as few points as possible while preserving the rate of posterior

contraction. Noticeably, we do not need this term to converge any faster than n log n/f(n)2.

The only dependence on the point stream S comes from |Dj |, and we directly bound this term

by observing that |Dj | ≤ j so

|Dj |
|Dj+1|

≤ j

j + 1
.

Therefore, returning to T2 in (5.30), we have

E

 n∑
i=1

ϵi

n−1∏
j=i

|Dj |
|Dj |+ 1

2 ≤ n∑
i=1

ϵi

n−1∏
j=i

j

j + 1

2

=
n∑

i=1

ϵi
i2

n2

=
1

n2

n∑
i=1

ϵii
2 (5.35)
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Therefore the goal is to choose ϵi satisfying (up to generic constants)

1

n2

n∑
i=1

ϵii
2 ≤ n log n

f(n)2

⇐⇒
n∑

i=1

ϵii
2 ≤ n3 log n

f(n)2
(5.36)

The first line above states that T1 and T2 converge at the same rate. The second line simply

multiplies the first inequality by n2. Therefore, to satisfy the condition on the right-hand side

of the previous expression, one can select ϵi according to the growth condition associated with

the posterior contraction rate of the sampled process, i.e., the upper bound on T1 in (5.50).

According to this rate, the model complexity increases at least according to the growth rate

f(i). We set ϵi = log(i)/f(i)2 and demonstrate that (5.36) is met:

n∑
i=1

ϵii
2 =

n∑
i=1

i2 log(i)

f(i)2

≤
n∑

i=1

n2 log(n)

f(n)2

=
n3 log(n)

f(n)2

(5.37)

The first line is the evaluation of ϵi. The inequality in the second line holds because f(i) ≤ i

so the summand is increasing in i. After we remove the dependence on the index i we multiply

by the maximum summation index n to achieve the desired result. This concludes the bound

of T2.

Finally we can substitute the bound for T1 ((5.34)) and the bound for T2 ((5.37)) into (5.30)

to get

E

 n∑
i=1

(
S2
i + ri∥hi∥2K0

(|Di−1|+ 1)2
+ ϵi

)n−1∏
j=i

|Dj |
|Dj |+ 1

2 ≤ C
n log(n)

f(n)2
. (5.38)
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Finally we revisit (5.29) to achieve our desired conclusion:

E
[
KSD(qDn)2

]
≤ E

exp

 n∑
j=1

1

rj

 n∑
i=1

(
S2
i + ri∥hi∥2K0

(|Di−1|+ 1)2
+ ϵi

)n−1∏
j=i

|Dj |
|Dj |+ 1

2
= E

e n∑
i=1

(
S2
i + ri∥hi∥2K0

(|Di−1|+ 1)2
+ ϵi

)n−1∏
j=i

|Dj |
|Dj |+ 1

2
≤ C

n log(n)

f(n)2

(5.39)

The equality in the second line follows from the fact that rj = n for all j. The final inequality

follows from an application of (5.38) to reach the desired conclusion of Theorem 5.7.1. ■

Corollary 5.7.1 (i.i.d. Convergence with constant thinning budget) Fix the desired KSD

convergence radius ∆. Assume that the dictionary model order growth rate f takes the paramet-

ric form f(i) =
√

i1+α log(i) with 1 < α < 2. With constant thinning budget ϵ = O
(

∆1+ 1
α

)
,

after n = O
(

1

∆
1
α

)
steps the KSD satisfies

E
[
KSD (qDn)2

]
≤ C∆ (5.40)

for some generic constant C. Equivalently, if we fix a constant thinning budget ϵ, after n =

O
(
ϵ−

2
α+1

)
steps the KSD satisfies

E
[
KSD (qDn)2

]
≤ Cϵ

2

1+ 1
α (5.41)

Proof We will revisit terms T1 and T2 in (5.30) from the proof of Theorem 5.7.1 and show

how to obtain the desired convergence rate in the constant thinning budget regime.

First, (5.34) demonstrates that the sampling error term T1 converges at a rate of n log(n)
f(n)2

(up

to generic constants). We set the convergence rate equal to the convergence radius and apply

algebraic manipulations to derive the number of sampling and thinning iterations required. In
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particular, write:

∆ =
n log(n)

f(n)2
=

n log(n)

n1+α log(n)
=

1

nα
(5.42)

Since the convergence rate n log(n)
f(n)2

holds up to generic constants we can conclude that after

n = O
(

1

∆
1
α

)
steps T1 ≤ C∆.

Next we bound T2, the error associated with memory-reduction. We demonstrated in the

proof of Theorem 5.7.1 that

T2 ≤
1

n2

n∑
i=1

ϵii
2. (5.43)

Since ϵi = ϵ = O
(

∆1+ 1
α

)
is constant with respect to the summation index i, we can evaluate

the expression above as

1

n2

n∑
i=1

ϵii
2 =

∆1+ 1
α

n2

n∑
i=1

i2

≤ ∆1+ 1
α

n2
Cn3

= Cn∆1+ 1
α

= C
∆1+ 1

α

∆
1
α

= C∆

(5.44)

In the first line we plug in ϵ. In the second line we make use of the general summation formula∑n
i=1 i

2 = n(n+1)(n+2)
6 ≤ Cn3. In the final line we apply the fact that n = O

(
1

∆
1
α

)
and conclude

that T2 ≤ C∆ for some generic constant C.

Therefore we have T1 + T2 ≤ C∆ which is the desired conclusion. ■

Next we consider the case when samples are generated using any MCMC sampling proce-

dure. The one constraint we place on the sampler is that it exhibits geometric convergence with

respect to a given function V . The function V , which controls the rate of geometric convergence,

will contribute to the sampling errror term T1 in our analysis.

Definition 5.7.1 A Markov chain {yn} ⊂ X with n-th step transition kernel Pn is V -uniformly
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ergodic for a positive function V : X → [1,∞] if there exists R ∈ [0,∞], ρ ∈ (0, 1) such that

sup
x∈X

∥Pn(y,x)− p(x)∥
V (x)

≤ RV (y)pn (5.45)

We introduce new notation from [91] by defining the function V±:

V±(s) = sup
x:k0(x,x)≤s2

k0(x,x)1/2V (x)±1 (5.46)

We will use these two functions V± and a result from [91] to control the sampling error of a

V -uniformly ergodic Markov chain. First we extend the convergence guarantees of Algorithm 2

to general V -uniformly ergodic samplers in Theorem 5.7.2. Then, when MALA is V -uniformly

ergodic, the desired result follows.

Theorem 5.7.2 (V-Uniformly Ergodic MCMC Sampling and Decaying Budget) Suppose

the same conditions as Lemma 5.7.2, and the Stein kernel k0 satisfies Ey∼P

[
eγk0(y,y)

]
=

b < ∞, and the lower-bound on the dictionary growth condition |Di| ≥ Cf(i) holds where

f(i) = o
(√

i log(i)
)
, with compression budgets set as ϵi = log(i)

f(i)2
. Further assume that the can-

didate samples in each {ymi
i,l } are produced by a V-uniformly ergodic markov chain. Then the

iterate Dn = KSDT (Dn−1 ∪ {xn}, ϵn) satisfies

E
[
KSD(qDn)2

]
≤ C

(
n log(n)

f(n)2
+

1

nf(n)2

n∑
i=1

V+(Si)V−(Si)

)
(5.47)

Proof This proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.7.1. It differs only in the bound applied

to the term ∥hj∥2K0
which is a subcomponent of the sampling bias term T1. This difference is

due to the non-i.i.d. sampling procedure used to generate candidate samples that in turn define

hj . When the candidate samples {yi,l}mi
l=1 are generated from a V -uniformly ergodic markov

chain, we can apply the following bound from [91][Appendix A.2, Equation (22)]:

E
[
∥hj∥2K0

]
≤ 4b

γ
exp

(
−γ

2
S2
j

)
+ 2RV+(Sj)V−(Sj)

(
1 + 2p

1− p

)
1

mj
(5.48)
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where the constants p and R come from the V -uniform ergodicity of the Markov chain that

generates the candidate samples.

Our goal is to mimic the conclusion of (5.33) in our current setting.

E

[
n∑

i=1

(
S2
i + ri∥hi∥2K0

(|Di−1|+ 1)2

)n−1∏
j=i

|Dj |
|Dj |+ 1

2 ]

≤ C
1

f(n)2

n∑
i=1

(
S2
i + ri exp

(
−γ

2
S2
i

)
+

V+(Si)V−(Si)

mj

)
(5.49)

The first inequality is an application of (5.48) to the final conclusion of (5.31) from the proof

of Theorem 5.7.1. We also absorb the constant factors into C. We select Si =
√

2
γ log(n ∧mi),

ri = n, and mi = n to achieve the bound

E

[
n∑

i=1

(
S2
i + ri∥hi∥2K0

(|Di−1|+ 1)2

)n−1∏
j=i

|Dj |
|Dj |+ 1

2 ]

≤ C
1

f(n)2

n∑
i=1

(
log(n) +

V+(Si)V−(Si)

n

)

≤ C

(
n log(n)

f(n)2
+

1

nf(n)2

n∑
i=1

V+(Si)V−(Si)

)
(5.50)

The first inequality is the conclusion of the previous equation with Si, and ri evaluated and all

constants absorbed. The second inequality holds because the summand does not depend on the

index so we can multiply by n. This completes the bound on T1 in the setting where samples

are generated by a V-uniformly ergodic Markov chain.

The bound on T2 in Theorem 5.7.1 does not depend on the sample generation mechanism,

so we can draw the same conclusion as (5.37) which does not introduce any terms with higher

asymptotic growth order than n log(n)/f(n)2. Therefore the bound from (5.50) is the asymp-

totic upper bound, and we have achieved the desired result. ■

Our goal is to show that using MALA to generate samples ensures convergence of Algorithm

2. When MALA is inwardly convergent, MALA is V -uniformly ergodic. We make use of this
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fact to add one more condition (inwardly convergent) and present a convergence result for

Algorithm 2 using the MALA sampler.

Corollary 5.7.2 (MALA Convergence with Decaying Budget) Assume that the candi-

date sample sets {yi,l}mi
l=1 are generated by the Metropolis-Adjusted Langevin Algorithm (MALA)

transition kernel with stepsize h and that MALA is inwardly convergent for the target density

p. Further assume that p is distantly dissipative. Then the iterates Dn of Algorithm 2 satisfy

E
[
KSD(qDn)2

]
≤ C

(
n log(n)

f(n)2

)

Proof We make use of two results from [91], Appendix A.3. First we use the fact that MALA

is inwardly convergent to conclude that MALA is V -uniformly ergodic with V (x) = 1 + ∥x∥2.

The second result is the set of bounds V+(s) ≤ C(s + s2) and V−(s) ≤ C for some generic

constant C. Then we can plug in Si =
√

2
γ log(n) (since mi = n) to bound the second term in

Equation 5.50:

1

nf(n)2

n∑
i=1

V+(Si)V−(Si)

≤ C

nf(n)2

n∑
i=1

(
Si + S2

i

)
≤ C

nf(n)2

n∑
i=1

(√
log(n) + log(n)

)
≤

C
√
log(n) + log(n)

f(n)2

≤ C log(n)

f(n)2
(5.51)

The first inequality is result of the evaluation of V±(Si) and the absorption of constants.

The second inquality is the results of the evaluation of Si =
√

2
γ log(n) and the absorption of

constants. The third inequality follows from the fact that the summand does not depend on

the index. The final inequality is an application of the fact that
√

log(n) ≤ log(n) for n ≥ 10,

which we assume as a reasonable minimum number of steps.
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Since the final term in (5.51) is asymptotically upper bounded by n log(n)/f(n)2 due to the

extra factor of n we can ignore this term in Equation 5.47 and draw the desired conclusion that

E
[
KSD(qDn)2

]
≤ C

(
n log(n)

f(n)2

)
(5.52)

■

Corollary 5.7.3 (MALA Convergence with constant thinning budget) Fix the desired

KSD convergence radius ∆. Assume that the dictionary model order growth rate f takes

the parametric form f(i) =
√

i1+α log(i) with 1 < α < 2. With constant thinning budget

ϵ = O
(

∆1+ 1
α

)
, after n = O

(
1

∆
1
α

)
steps the KSD satisfies

E
[
KSD (qDn)2

]
≤ c∆ (5.53)

for some generic constant C. Equivalently, if we fix a constant thinning budget ϵ, after n =

O
(
ϵ−

2
α+1

)
steps the KSD satisfies

E
[
KSD (qDn)2

]
≤ Cϵ

2

1+ 1
α (5.54)

This proof is exactly the same as the proof of Corollary 5.7.1 since the asymptotic convergence

rate achieved in Corollary 5.7.2 is exactly the same as in the i.i.d. case in Theorem 5.7.1. We

note that the convergence rate from Corollary 5.7.3 also trivially extends to the general case of

V-uniformly ergodic samplers using the result of Theorem 5.7.2 and the analysis of Corollary

5.3.1.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Summary

In this dissertation we developed several algorithms that advance the compressed training

capabilities of low-rank tensor models and the uncertainty quantification capabilities of general

compressed nonparametric models. Our initial motivating problem was compressed training

with further compression during training for edge-device machine learning. This led to the

development of our initial compressed low-rank tensorized training with rank reduction de-

veloped in Chapter 3. In the followings chapters we addressed several new challenges raised

by the initial work in Chapter 3. First, in Chapter 4 we extended the compressed training

with rank reduction to multiple tensor formats and developed a scalable algorithm suitable for

general-purpose rank reduction in nonlinear tensor problems. Next, in Chapter 5 we revisited

a challenge raised in Chapter 3, selecting the number of particles in a nonparametric represen-

tation, by developing an algorithm to automatically determine the appropriate complexity of

nonparametric distributional representations.

6.2 Future Directions

Hardware Acceleration of Tensor Methods Low-rank tensor methods consistently pro-

vide memory savings over uncompressed models. However savings in computation require

careful consideration of tensor reshaping dimensions, tensor format, and tensor contraction
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order [96, 146]. Hardware acceleration of low-rank tensor-compressed deep learning models is

another active area of research [18, 19]. Different tensor formats and reshaping schemes al-

low one to determine the memory/FLOPs tradeoff of different tensor compression approaches.

Tailoring these compression schemes to different hardware platforms via techniques such as

hardware-aware neural architecture search [147] and tensor architecture search [148] is an open

challenge.

Compressed Bayesian Learning Compressed nonparametric distributional representations

have many applications, allowing the work presented in Chapter 5 to serve as an “inner loop”

in a range of tasks. Two tasks of interest are batch Bayesian optimization and energy-based

modeling. Recent work [149] reformulates batch Bayesian optimization as particle optimization.

Thinning methods based on the KSD may permit batch size selection for experimental design.

In energy-based modeling MCMC samplers are a key component of gradient estimation in

popular approaches [150]. More generally, the incorporation of KSD-based samplers with the

Involutive MCMC framework [151] provides many avenues for exploration.
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